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ment for Universal Peace Says

Assault on Pedro Mirabal

and Inez Debois

Lile oí Lincoln Text of Fourth of July

OF

Christian Nations Must Lead in Move

Democratic
Mysterious

Railroad

Avenue Near Courthouse,

London, July

4.

Leader.
William J. Bryan

was the central figure at the annual
n
Independence day dinner of the
society al the (total Cecil tonight.
Nearly 600 members an.

i

Pedro Mirabel Is at the point of
death with his entire abdomen laid
open, and Inez De Hois is In a serious
condition with his body covered with
wounds jjs the result of a savage attack made on the two men I ait night
at about 11:45 o'clock near the Coronado saloon of Juan de Perea In Old
Albuquerque.
According to the story of De Hols,
he and Mirabal wore standing near
the entrance to the Coronado Mlooil,
De Hols leaning agaliml a tree, when a
man rushed out Of the darkness ai me
with a long knife and made a deadly
attack on the men without a moment's
Warning,
The flrtt slash laid open

So If we

Dusky

One

guests surrounded the society's board
and cheered the patriotic sentiments
with the peculiar zest born of exile.
Ambassador
Whltelaw Held a. id
Mrs. Bryan engaged in some sharp
but good humored raillery and banter
over their political (litlercnces, tne
crowd evincing its enjoyment of the
sport with cheers and shouts of laughter.
Mr. Ueid, in responding to Sir William Richmond' graceful proposal of
his health, said with reference to Mr.
Hryan

:

home, as a citizen, I have openand squarely opposed him at eve. y
stage of his conspicuous career. I am
reasonably sure that when I return
home. I shall do the same. I believe
that he tonight Is as well satisfied a
I am, though by a different process of
reasoning, that the country we both
love and try to serve, has not bon
ruined by tin1 sending or its gol l
Mlrabal's abdomen so that he was al abroad. As the official representativo
American people, without dismost disemboweled, the wcund being of the
tinction as to party, I am glad to welMirabal come him here as a typical American,
eight or ten Indies long.
started to run, gained the platform in whose whole life has been lived In the
great
front of the dance hall across from daylight, and one whom such a
host of my countrymen have lone
the Jail adjoining the Coronado saloon trusted and honored."
laughter
and fell headlong, unconscious with
Mr. Bryan, rising, amid
The unknown and cheers, said:
entrails protruding.
"The temptation to make a political
turned upon De Hols, and with two
speech Is strong within me. I have
h
swings of the knife, Inflicted two
not had a chance to do so for ten
Hols' months. However, I will restrain myCttU on each side of De
stomach, evidently intending to serve self. With reference to the ambassador's remarks on gold, I wish to say
him as he had Mirabal. De Hois a! that when I see the progress Bay countempted to beat the man back with try has made walking on one leg, I
his fists, and received a severe cut i.i wonder what It Would have done walkthe right breast and some minor ing on two legs. It Is pleasing to tesslashes. Dc Rols put up such a deter tify that the ambassador has not only
mined light that hla assailant turned fought me, but that he has done It
and ran toward the Albers residence well. No American rejoices more
across the street, with De Huls after than I that he Is 3,'t00 miles from his
him. De Hois, suffering from loss of base. White abroad, I hr.vo met many
blood, fell against the who fence when good republicans holding offices and
the man he was pursuing struck him I only wish there were enough ofllces
again with Ihe knife, laying the left abroad to take all the republicans out
the country."
side of his face open from Ihe ear to of Chairman
W. J. Jones proposed the
the eve brow, upon which De Ho'u health of King Edward and Wayward
fell helpless, and the man escaped. Up Greenwood, president of the Canadian
society anil member of parliament for
to nearly daybreak this morning,
the city of York, proposed the health
11ml
to
deputies
failed
of
had
number
When th 'y
of President Roosevelt.
any trace of him.
arose to drink to the toasts, the
Dong-wort- h
Mirabal and De Hois were at once crowd discovered Mrs. Nicholas
the gallery, and cheered and
taken to St. Joseph's hospital and drank In
her health.
their ghastly wounds attended to.
Following the passage between Amby Drs. Cams and Cornish. Mirabal bassador Held and Mr. Hryan, the latearly this morning was expected to ter read his formal speech, as follows:
The subject of Mr. Hryan's address
live but a short time. De Boll wi'l was
"The White Man's Hurden." He
recover.
said:
The memory of the evening spent
Mirabal Is a workman employed n
with
the American society, ThanksgivUvea
the American lumber mills, and
ing day two and a half years ago, is
near the Porto Rico saloon In old such a pleasant one that I esteem myto be able to accept the
Town. De Hols was to havo gone to self fortunate kindly
extended by our
invitation, so
work today In the Sania Fe shops. De distinguished
Hon.
ambassador.
slightest
not
the
Hols declares he has
Whltelaw Held, to be your guest on
friends,
English
e
Idea as to the identity of the would-b- this occasion. llagOur
we meet tonight, reunder whose
double murderer, and alleges that calling
this Is the anniversary of
that
the attack was entirely unexpected our nation's birth, would doubtless
pardon us If our rejoicing contained
and unprovoked.
for
something of
The whole scene of the affray was it is at such times as this that we are
with blood from the wont to review those national achieve
bespattered
by the ments which have given to the Unit
frightful wounds Inflicted
ed States its prominence among the
stranger's
knife.
i
nations. Hut I hope I shall not oe
There were no witnesses of the fight, thought lacking In patriotic spirit If,
the
although there were severnl persons Instead of drawing a picture of unpast, bright with heroic deeds and
In the Coronado saloon and elsewjiere
you
paralleled In progress, I summon
nearby at the time.
rather to a serious consideration of
the responsibility resting upon those
nations which aspire to premiership.
Bailey Declares for Rijan.
line of thought Is suggested by a
Abilene, Tex., July 4. Speaking to This
of propriety as well as by repersons this afternoon United sense
f. 000
by a sense of procent experiences
deStates Senator Joseph W. Halley enpriety hecause such a subject will Inclared In the most emphatic and
the Hrlton as well as the Amerthusiastic way his desire and belief terest
experiences bebe nominated ican, nnd by recent
that W. J. Bryaa would presidency
me not less
Impressed
they
have
cause
of
the
for and elected to
duty than with the
national
our
with
dec190X.
This
In
the United States wild enthusiasm superiority of western over eastern
laration met with
civilization.
among the democrats.
Asking your attention to such a
theme It Is not unfitting to adopt a
Oman Ooyle' Wife Dead.
phrase coined by a poet to whom
London, 'July 4. Lady Doyle, the America ns well ns England can lay
Doyle,
the
wife of Sir Arthur Conan
(Continued on Page 4, Col. 1.)
celebrated author, died here today.
"AT

ly

4.
Hay. July
Oyster
President
Hoosevelt was pleased to justify hi:
stewardship in a review of the year
tor the benefit of his neighbors today.
He spoke In the open air and nearly
ail of his Important utterances were
delivered during a heavy downpour of
rain.
When ho had finished both himself and his thousand or moro audiNo one detors were drenched.
serted.
The rain came suddenly and there
was no shelter in sight, and when the
president paused while umbrellas wen.
raised, he remarked good uaturedly ;
' I am sorry
lor you lailies, hut am
ashamed of you men because you ara
you
will melt."
afraid
There was no doubt that the president enjoyed the downpour.
When
the first shower came hi allowed himself to be covered with a rubber cape,
but just as he had thrown it off. it
poured again and this time he took
the wetting.
To emphasize that his acts as president had been free from malice he
begged the pardon of the dominies
and took a "text" Illustrating this
point from Lincoln.
The sentiment of this text ran
through his entire speech and when
he said he would "curb the trusts,"
emphasized that In tlnln, this duty
he would act without fear, favor or
malice. He spoke for nearly an hour
and was cheered on by the waving of
wet flags and cries of approval.
Oyster Hay made its most graceful
holiday bow' to the president and combined its welcome home for the sutri-mwith a celebration of the Fourth.
No incident except the rain marrad
the festivities, which were held In Locust Orove, a natural amphitheater In
the outskirts of the village.
Mrs. Roosevelt and the children
were present at the ceremonies. The
president spoke in part as follows:
My Old
Mr. Chairman and You.
Friends and Neighbors You among
up
and with
whom I was brought
er

RATON

have been bowed in shame.
of this genera ion do our
duty when face to face with our sp
oli industrial, social and political
problems, our children nnd our child
ren's children shall be the belter for
it. Our duty calls for the qualities
of honesty and courage."
"None of you are worth anything as
citizens, none of you can be worth
anything as citizens. If you have not
the fund of moral qualities which find
expression In love of country, love or
neighbors, love of home, which makes
you honest, decent, clean living and
right thinking.
"None of you will be worth anything
if in addition to those qualities yon
have not the courage, physical and
moral, without which no American
citizen can do his full duty as a citizen. And yet back of them and In addition, we musl have sanity, common
seiiMv just Judgment, which neithe.
hysterically
nor
blindly refuses to acknowledge the
wrongs that exist and the ways In
which these wrongs must be cured.
"Now there is plenty of Iniquity In
business, in politics, In our social life,
and there is every warrant for our acknowledging theee great evils, nut
ii
there is no warrant for growing
al about them,
"War with the evils: but show no
spirit of malignity toward the man
who may be responsible for the evils.
l'ui it out of his power to do wrong;
if necessary, punish him if he has
done wrong; but do not let this nation
ever get Into the frame of mind,
which under Infinitely greater provoLincoln
strove to
cation. Abraham
prevent Its falling Into at the time
of the civil war.
"This year in congress our chief
task has been to carry the government forward along the course I thlnlt
It must follow consistently for a number of years to come this Is, in the
direction of seeking on behalf of the
people as a whole, through the nation
al government, which represents the
people as a w hole, to exercise a measure of supervision, control and restraint over the Individuate, and especially over the corporations, of great
wealth, In so far as the business use
of that, wealth brings it within Hie
reach of the federal government.
"When It becomes necessary to
curb a great corporation, curb It. 1
will do my best to help you ,1o It. Rut
I will do It no spirit of anger or hatred to the men who own or control
that corporation: and If any seek In
their turn to do wrong to the men
of means, to do wrong to the men
who own these corporations, I win
turn and light for them In defense or
their rights, as hard as I light against
them when I think they nre doing
would

NEBKASKAN
JACK THE

5 CENTS

GET THEM

T.IfZnr

deadly

Byo:VJ;: price

5, 1906.

JULY

whom I have lived for so many years,
it Isa real and great pleasure to have
the chance of being with you today, to
say a few words of greeting to you
and in a sense to give account of my

stewardship.
1 say this in a sentence, friends, because, after all the stewardship really
has to give an account of itself. If a
man needs to explain ove rmuch what
he has done, it Is pretty good proot
that he ought to have done it a little
differently and so as regards most of
what
have done, I must let ii speak
for Itself.
"Now. friends, remember that Lin.
coin faced the greatest crisis that the
nation has seen since the revolutionary war, as great a crisis as the nation
can ever face, for It was a crisis
which, accordingly as the result was
one way or the other, meant n ational
life or national death: and yet with
all his film resolution of purpose, with
all the unbending strength of his will,
with all the
d
Intensity ami
sincerity of belief which alone could
nave norne mm up through trials such
as those which he had to face. It Was
yet possible for him to say with entire
truth that he bore no rancor even to
those who had gone hopelessly wrong.
He treated the wrong as calling for k
remedy, not as falling for vengeance.
"It is In just that spirit that wc as a
a nation, if we possess the power oi
learning aright !he lessons to be
taught by Lincoln's life will approach
our problems today.
"If Lincoln and the men of his generation, the men who followed Oram
In the neld. who upheld
the statesmanship of Lincoln himself in tho
men
these
chamber,
if
council
had noi
done their full duty not a man herr
would today carry his head so high asan American citizen.
"We who did not nght In the civil
war have shared the immeasurable
benefit! of the courage and
of those who did fight. Had they
shown themselves cowards, our heads
deep-seate-

FIGHTSROJESTVENSKY

two-inc-

hys-ter-

wrong.

"Distrust as

demagogue the man who measures

"Measure iniquity by the heart
whether m ill's purse be full or empty, partly full or partly empty. If the
man is a decent man, whether well off
or not, stand by him; If he Is not a decent man. stand against him, whether
he be rich or poor.
Stand agalnsi
him In no spirit of vengeance, but
to make him decent."

CONSUMERS KICK VIGOROUSLY
Company Fined $1,000 for Furnish-

WD

BAILORS'

DEDICATED IN OHIO
Hamilton. Ohio, July I. Few ol
the ceremonies taking place In the
I'nlted States today are so fraught
with historic Interest as th dedica
Hon of the soldiers, sailors' and pioneers' monument In this city. This
magnificent structure stands on the
site of old Fort Hamilton anil Was
erected to the memory of the soldiers,
sailors and pioneer settlers of the Miami valley through the generosity of
(he people of Butler county, who per
mlttted themselves to be taxed almost
iioo.ooo that a monument might be

WITH WATER

DOUBLED ARBITRARILY

demagogue the man

Iniquity by the purse.

MONUMENT

RATES

a

who talks only of the wrong done by
the men of wealth. Distrust as í
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COMPANY

I
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raised.

SHOULDERS ALL BLAME

TAMMANY II ALL HOLDS
FOR SURRENDER TO JAPS
CUSTOMARY CELEBRATION
New York, July 4. Tammany Hall
today held Its customary celebration
of the Fourth with fireworks and oraRussian Admiral Courts Death in tory. Long or short talks were made
by Governor William D. Jenks of
and a number of congressmen.
Effort to Save His Officers

Alu-bam- a,

ing Impure

WaterMunicipal

Representative
Bourke
Cockran,
grand sachem, presided. After the
speeches there was a collation.

Ownership May Results

From Disgrace.

Special to the Morning Journal.
Uton, N. M., July 4. The Raton
Water Works company and the city
government and citizens are engnged
In a nght over the arbitrary action of
the water company in raising the water schedules of the c'.ty to double
the amount previously charged, which
is the maximum allowed under the
Last night at a meeting
franchise.
of the council the water works company was flned $1,000 for violation of
Its contract with the city by furnishing Impure and unwholesome water
to the people. The council also threatens to revoke the rranchlsa of tho
water company. Yesterday there was
a mass meeting of citizens at tho Commercial ctUb and a committee was appointed to wait on the council last
night. The meeting of the council was
held In the district court room and
resolved itself Into an lndignatlo
meeting, which lasted until 1 o'clock
The water supply
in the morning.
comes from the Sugarlte river west
of town and is a fine source of supply,
but the reservoir has not been cleaned
since 1S92 and Is not cemented. The
It Is
water Is filthy and
believed that the wnter works company will refuse to pay the fine and
this means war between the city and
the wnter company. Many citizens
have refused to pay their water rent
and will not permit the wnter company to shut off the water. The council seems to have the water works
company nt Its mercy under the terms
of the frnnehlse.
It Is thought that the dispute may
result In the city taking over the plant
of the company.

Cronstadt, July 4. In a manly effort to save the surviving members of
his staff and the other officers who he
believed had surrenderoi the guns of
the Hodoln on account of their affeccommander
tion for their wounded
and their desire to save his life, Admiral KoJcstvensky today, pleaded
guilty before a court martial. In a
short speech to (he court, the admiral
said he took all (he blame on his own
shoulders and asked that he alone be
punished to the fullest extent of the
law, virtually an appeal for condemnation and death, which Is the penally
for hauling down the St. Andrews
Cross to a hostile vessel.
All the defendant, including Captain De Colongue, chief of Admiral
and Captain
Rojestvensky's staff.
Baranoffi comander of the Uedouln,
pleaded not guilty.
Admiral RoJestvensky appeared to
have quite recovered from the wounds
he received in the battle of the Sea of
Japan.

i

RUSSIA HAS NO INTENTION
OF VIOLATING TREATY OF PARIS
St. Petersburg. July 4. The occupation by Russia of the Aland Islands,
between Finland and Sweden, the Associated Press Is officially Informed,
is one of the measures taken to prevent the smuggling of arms nnd ammunition through Finland Into Russia nnd there is no Intention of violating Ihe trealy of Paris of 1X5(1 by rebuilding the fortifications at Pomar-MinWhich were destroyed by the
Hrltlsh tleet dining thP Crimean war.
The military force sent to the islands
consists of n few hundred murines and
Infantry who aru living In tents,
d,

PEASANTS TOOK XO
PART IN MAMACRE OF JEWS
St. Petersburg, July 4. The point
most strongly brought out In the preliminary parliamentary report on the
massacr of Je,vs at Ulalystok, Is that
there was no religious hatred of the

Jews among the peaceful Russian
population. The fighting was confined
to the police, the troops and the
"Black Hundred," on one side and
the Jews and revolutionists on Ihe
other, the parliamentary commission
found overwhelming evidence that the
outbreak was deliberately planned.
After the rioting was started It was
directed by the police nnd supported
by the troops, who (lred only at the
Jews and at the Jewish houses.
Mb -- cl Terrorist Acquittal.
Saratov, July 4. Koxxloff, who attempted to assassinate Interior Minister Stolypln while he was governor
of Saratoff has been acquitted.

Come
Friday Mornin to
Get the Pasteboards
a-Ru- nnin

Which the Conductor Will Punch, Punch,
Punch With Care, All in the Presence of the Passinjaire.
Well, we are glad to see that the boys and girls behaved pretty well
yesterday, and you could hardly hear a llrecracker from one end of the
Glorious Fourth to the other. A good many small boys thought It was a
pretty stupid old Fourth. Hut do you suppose they would be much happier
If they were up in the Hospital, with one thumb gone, and one eye out, and
their hair all singed oil', and eyebrows missing, and lingers burned, and
ears smashed, and nose out of joint, and powder specks nil over their faces'."
Think of a boy in that tlx on Saturday with the big MORNING JOURNAL,
MATINEE going full blast over In the Casino, with hundreds and hundreds of
happy little boys and girls drinking lemonude and laughing at the funny
things on the stage and listening to the music nnd having tho time of their
Uvea don't you suppose THAT BOY will wish he had got wise and chucked
the firecrackers 7
DON'T YOU?
anyhow, and
After all, firecrackers were Invented by Chinamen,
GEORGE WASHINGTON and THOMAS .1KFFKRSON,
who made the
Fourth of July for us, probably never fired off a firecracker or a torpedo in
their lives.
We hope that not even one little boy or one little girl got bunged up so
yesterday that he or she won't be able to go to the MORNING JOURNAL

MATINEE.
Some people went to picnics on the Fourth, nnd some went to Trnctton
Park and saw the diving horses. A whole lot of little people didn't get to go
anywhere, but Just had to stay nt home. That's one reason we are glad wu
are going to have the MORNING JOURNAL MATINEF. happen so soon nftyr
the Fourth. If there arc any disappointed youngsters who pee that thsy
have been cheated out of a good time somewhere, we are going to have th'
pleasure of chirking them up.
Hoys and girls ought to have a real genuine good time once in a while.
It makes 'cm grow. When you laugh real hard, it makes you grow fat.
Nobody likes a long faced little boy or girl anyhow.
and the world
laughs with you, and cry and the world laughs at you. We Intend to give he
boys and girls of Albuquerque a laugh Saturday that will stay with them for
a week.
DorHt you think we ought to feel satisfied if we keep several hundred
small people In a good humor for a whole week?
That's what we lire going to try to do. At any rate, there's going
We are Just going
to be no dull care on Saturday afternoon at the Casino.
to turn the Casino Into one great big Immense, mammoth. enormous, huge,
stupendous, tremendous CHUCKLE!
Are you going to be there to do your share .' And If you have never tasted
the cold, sweet, delicious, refreshing lien of the delightful goodness of a
glass of MORNING JOURNAL LEMONADE, here's your chance. And
there's going to be so much tint every youngster can drink until he's full
and happy.
We've told you something about the good things in the MATINEE, and
we've told you about when to get on the cars, and we've told you that MM
MORNING JOURNAL FOOTS THE HILLS. Just no
we want to tell you
again about the TICKIITS. Tomorrow morning Is When you nre to com
and gut them.
Do you know where the MORNING JOURNAL OF1 ICE taf
Of course you do. If you don't, your father or mother w ill show you the
way. The sign Is so big you can't miss It, and then everybody knows whr
the MORNING JOURNAL is.
so COME TO Tin: MORNING JOURNAL OFFICE tomorrow
MORNING ANY TIME AFTER NINE O'CLOCK, JUST SO YOU AllEN'T
LATER THAN DINNER TIME TWELVE O'CLOCK.
Remember between nine and twelve o'clock you are to come for your
tickets.
Don't come unless you are under fourteen years old. If we try to take
all the fifteen year olds and the sixteen year olds, why there wouldn't be a
ghost of a show for the children.
Walk right in the MORNING JOURNAL'S front door and ask the man-a- ny
old man behind the counte- r- for a TICKET TO THE MORNING JOURNAL MATINEE. He will give It to you. It will be a ticket with three coupons one to ride over to the CASINO on, another that lets you Into th
CASINO, and another that brings you back home on the car again.
Now If you are going to let us show you thai good time Saturday, you
must come for the ticket. That's all we ask you to do, every single thing.
Isn't much trouble just to como and get a ticket, is It?
Now If that Is all pluln. we'll let It go nt that. We expect to see every
little boy and girl In town at the MORNING JOURNAL office tomorrow
morning. Of course If there are boys and girls who can't come, It will be all
right If their pnrents or friends come In nnd get the tlckete.
Now don't be a pig about your good time.
When you come to get a ticket, bring along snothor little boy or girl who
hasn't perhaps heard about the MORNING JOURNAL MATINEE
the More
the Merrier.

Kansas Populists to Name Ticket.
Topeka. July 4. After an extended
wrangle of speech making In Which GYMNASIUM ENDOWED
morn or less bitter feeling wns disHY PRESIDENTS FRIENDS
played the populist state party deleNew York. July
gates voted late this afternoon to
the Jadace a party ticket In the field. Prnc-tlcul- cob A. Rlis settlement In Henry street
every delegate present express- on the East Side, which is now
being
ed his opinion. The vote stood 94 to
renovated and enlarged, reopens on
68.
October 27th, It will have a line now
gymnasium, built at nn expense oi
Disabled liner Safe In Port.
New York. July 4. -- The Fahre llns $9.000
by
President
Roosevelt's
steamer America, which sailed from friends and equipped and endowed h
3
via St. Michaels, the
Marseilles June
pupils of a half dozen public
Azores, June 11, for New York, and schools.
It will bear tho preHdenfs
for the safety of which nnxlety wns name and will stand, Mr. Rlis says,
felt, as she was twelve days overdue, for "strong Ideals of manhood and
arrived at Herminia today In tow of a the square deal." It Is being built
I M ...
I
stesmer supposed to be the Dlnnnmnro ill tile li i. L , in! nf Ihn
from Olrgenl 1. The America's ma house where the children of the netirh- chlnrry was disabled.
borhuod have played for years.
lien

ly

tt

Hlrtli oí Relr to (.orinan Throne.
Berlin, July 4. The Crown Princess

Frederick William waa safely at
couched of a son this morning.
A salute of. one hundred
one
guns was tired n the square and
opposite
the .aluce. A proclamation was Issued announcing the birth of the heir
presumptive to the throne and saying. "The crown princess and the
young prince are In the best condition."
The boy Is well formed and strong.
The news of the birth of his grand-co- n
was communicated to Emperor
William by means of a wireless dispatch from Kiel to the steamer Hamburg on which he la proceeding
t
TrundhJem, Norway.
--

MORNING JOURNHE.

THE KEBUQUERQUE

PAGE TWO

rights and privileges
to uch business of said1
Company and K
Stern. Schloss
Meyers A Company.
As subsidiary to and In connection
with the foregoing object and purposes, the corporations may:
Manufacture, purchase, or otherwise acquire, hold, own, mortgage,
AMERICAN FLAG KAV1 H
sell, assign and transfer. Invest, trade,
PII MfCUCO deal in and deal with goods, wares
HOUSE l s
and merchandise, and property of evSoldiers light Winning Ituttlc With ery class and description.
Flumes.
To the same ext it as natural PerSan Francisco, July 4. Ell T. Shcp. sons might or could do, to purchase
ard's beautiful home, at the corner of or otherwise acquire. 'to hold, own,
Taylor and Vallejo streets, was saved maintain, work, develop, sell, convey,
from the big fire by the A me i lean flag. mortirace or otht wise dispose of.
Adjoining property was consumed by without limit as to mount, within or
the names, and the Shepuwl home without the terrlto y of New Mexico,
the world, real
stands today amid a waste of ashes, ami in any part
i son a
property, J
itself a little scorched, but otherwise estate and real an.
rights
therein,
an
unharmed.
any
Interest
and
4
Wan-ajnlHenry K. Thaw,
4
New Yurk. July
At
Generally, to i irehase, take on
Wllksbarre. P.i.. July
It was saved by the American fias
mil" from Under indictment for the murder ot and as the result of a mista "te.
a mining town tk
hire of
or In ex hange.
lease
felgave
White,
his
tonight an Architect .Stanford
re K
ago
Sometime
Mr. Shepard divided otherwise acquire, my real and per
here. livo boys
i
'I
prisoners
the
union
low
at
male
big house Into flats. On the roof sonal property, and any rights or
nine others were Injured while
pleasant sur.:ise today by treating hi
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versa, thus covering the best of Mexico..

Up-to-da- te

Grocery Co.

"Good Tilings lo Eat"

For rates, illustrated booklets and full information,
call or write,

Orders Filled Ramo Day
as Received.

Mall

Iie

T. F. & P. A.,
San Antonio, Tejns.

C. F. BERNA, Com. Ajrt.,
EI Paso, Texas.

MORNIXO JOURNAL

W. 1). MURDOCH,

G. F. JACKSON,

J. C. McDONALU,
.Mexico Clly, D. F.

P. T. Msrr.,

WANT ADS

"v

A. G. P. A.,
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Albuquerque
Foundry and Machine Works

Consider as nt your service In
plumbing bus fitting, or, In fact, all
work In our line, which we execute In
the most skillful manner nt moderate
prices. If you need your steam heating apparatus or furnace overhauled
telephone us.

R. P. HALL. Proprietor

.

j

Iron and Brass Castings, Ore, Coal,
and Lumber Cars, Pulleys, Gratn
Bars, Babbitt Metal, Columns
and Iron Fronts for Buildings, Repairs on Mining and
Mlllln Machinery In Our Specialty

We carry the Finest Line of
Qarden Hose In the City.

FOUNDRY

STANDARD PLUMBING AND
HEATING COMPANY.

East Side Railroad Track. Albnanerane

Colo. Phone, R 284. Auto. Phone 71
412 West Railroad Ave., Albuquerque

'
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Oo Your

EvesTiouble You?
--

K-BFOR- M

DU-bet-

ess

o,

l.XAMIXF THEM FREE
Every Pair of Glasses Filled GuarNo
anteed Absolutely I'orreH.
Gucsslns; Sclent Kie Methods
ONLY USED.
l

C.H. CARNES, O.D.
With II.

Graduate Optician
anow
114 R. R.

Ave.

T

BIFOCUDS

CO
TWO

SIGHTS ON A SOLID

NOTHING TO BK ti A K
OK INTERFERE
WITH THE
SIOHT.
LF.NvS.

APAICT

ANUTACTUMED BY THE.

m

BEBBER OPTlfAT.
ALBUQUERQUE
N. MKX.

Thursday. July 3. IM6.
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Largest in the World

RATES

AIMED TO ATTRACT

YOUR. VACATION

Correctly describes the Anheuser-BuscBrewery. Covers 128 acres equal to 70
city blocks.
Storing capacity 600,000
barrels. Employs more than 6,000 people.

NEEDS

h

SETTLERS TO WEST

No matter where you go, when you go, or how long
you stay, you'll need to be provisioned properly with
Clothing and Furnishings to enjoy complete comfort.

Sales for 1905
Means

immense

Loss

Present

to Railroads.

k 1,403,788 Barrels

mm

I

or Beer

INCREASED TRAVEL IS

For instance

which exceeds that of any other Brewery in

OUTING SUITS Smart, stylish things in genuine
Ilomesspuns, blue and black Serges and Flannels
stBMSrbly made, ready to put on and wear, and they will
wear $7.00 to $'0.oo.

the world.

EXPECTED AS RESULT OF CUT
Omaha, Neb., July 4. Genera;
Passenger Agent Lomax, of the Union
Pacific, estimates the less In fares by
the Harriman passenger departments
as the result of the 20 per cent cut
In local rates In the far west at $500.-00- 0
a year. "This estimate is based
on the volume oí travel in the territory "affected last year." sad Mr.
"It will be largely offset by the
increased travel attracted by the low
rates and eventually wiped out by
of inducing people to settle in
New Mexico, Arizona, Nevada and
California. The reduction was made
voluntarily with this idea. Through
travel Is not affected.
On western
roads the percentage of the travel is
0, as against about 25 per cent on
the eastern roads. Only our lines and
Atchison have made the cut, though
the Salt Lake will be Involved to a
small extent."

This s: rc is amply prepared to supply your every
want in tins connection with the essentials and also
the lesser "fixings," and at prices consistent with good
quality.

Brewing Ass'n

Anheuser-Busc- h

St. Louis, U.S.A.

1

rm

Albuquerque.

Lo-ma- x.
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MisSezAwc
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NEGLIGEE SHIRTS

A particularly
in
all
new fabrics
assortment
choice
the
and

UNDERWEAR,
HOSIERY,
NECKWEAR,
All sold at tempting prices for best
HEADGEAR
grade goods.

SiS
or Tin Capped

t

SAFETY APPIJANCK SPITS
ATTKACI' MICH ATTENTION
The suits Bled against the El Paso
& Southwestern road under
the safety
applianc e act have been the occasion
of much comment In railroad circle
In El l'aso, Bays the News.
A significant fact has been pointed
out. Which, though not expected to
avail the road under the statutes,
clears it of reflection against Its
equipment. Thi.--i is that In the three
Causes made the basis of the suit, the
charge of neglected safety applian ce.
for the protection of employes, is in
each instance against the rolling stock
of another line or private company,
being hauled over the road.
The Southwestern Is generally conceded to have an equipment exceeded
by no Une in the state, and one that
compares most favorably with the
high class rolling stock of the Mg
astern systems.
The matter has not yet been place t
In the hands of the legal department,
and it is not known whether or nor
the suit will be fought. Penalty asked rem lies a total 0Í only $300.
lit

&

ik

SANTA PE NOW USES
ITS OWN WATER AT TIUNlDAll

For the past two days the Santa

ff

railroad has heen using water from
the now wells lhat were recently built
just east of the depot on the river
bank, says the Trinidad Chronicle.
Not a drop of city water has been
used for the railway supply during
that time .and the prospects are lhat
In the future the railroad will not use
city water.
The Wells take the underflow and a
hettqr water woiild tie hard to get in
this country. It is as pure and clear
as crMtal and when pumped from the
wells Is Just as cold as spring water.
The railroad has furnished water
not only for the passenger trains,,
the engines doing work in the yards,
and on the mountain
climb, but
enough water has been pumped lu
supply the little stations east am!
west of here when it Is necessary that
the railroad haul in water.
It is believed that it will not be
necessary for the railroad to draw on
the city supply at any time this summer. The railway officials say that
they may have the laugh on the city,
as when the river goes dry they Will
have water when the city Is securing
Its
supply from mud lióles found
about here.
It will not he necessary. It Is believed to sink the third well that the
company at first thought would havi.
to be dune.

Ederheimor Steal

hie

(ft

BUT SN AIL.

Once Popular as n Cure for Cancer
and Consumption.
(From the London Express)
The report that snails as a diet
have become fashionable has created
a great demand for them at foreign
restaurants in Loudon.
Many years ago in the rural districts
England snails were considered a
W. C. Whitney, superintendent
for of
nutritious and strengthening diet for
Lantry and Shaqra railroad contrae
people in delicate health, and a cure
who had to for coughs, colds, cancer and conlors on the Belch cut-of- f,
sumption.
relegs
An old cookery book, a
as
amputated
have both
tho
sult of being run over by u train in hundred years oM, gives the following
the ye arda at Byen, is almost ready recipe as a certain cure for a hackto leave the locar hospital. Whitney'-- ing cough: "Take three snails, stew
recovery has been little short of re- them in barley water and drink the
the night when the
markable, as one lo:; was amputated liquid during
is troublesome."
at the knee and one below the knee. cough
Consumptive
were often
In two weeks Mr. Whitney hopes to sent from large patients
towns to lodge
be so far recovered as to be able to COuntry cottages (in Surrey especially)in
go to Philadelphia to procure some to undergo a course of treatment,
artificial limbs. He will remain east
principally of life in the open
six months. Mr. Whitney's position air and fresh snail broth three times
with Lantry and Sharp has been held a day.
for him and he expects to resume
The large white snails to be found
work upon his return. His recovery on the Sussex Downs are not "natrom .in accident which threatened to tives," but were imported from Italy
end fatally In so short a time is ex- by one of the Earls of Arundel, whose
wife an Italian
was consumptive,
tremely remarkable.
and believed she could be restored to
by
a
health
of
diet
snails brought over
YOUR LIVER
her beloved native land.
is out of order.
You go to bed in a from
bad humor and get up with a bad ily Apart from their nutrjtivc and easdigested
snails properly
taste in your mouth.
You want prepared andproperties,
properly cooked are desomething to stimulate your liver. clared
to be an epicurean delicacy fit
Just try Herbine, the liver regulator. for any table, as has long been recogA positive
cure for Constipation. nized In many parts of the continent.
Dyspepsia and all liver complaints.
The aristocrat of its species is the
p
Mrs.
port Worth, Texas, large Burgundinn
snail, whose richwrites:
ness of Savor is attributable to Its diet
"Have used Herbine in my family of vine leaves, and the method of its
for years. Words can't express what I Preparation for the table Is applicable
I think
about it.
Everybody in to n" kinds of snails,
my household are happy and well
The snails are collected anil placed In
and we owe it to Herbine. Sold bv am;l" enclosures ami supplied with an
' abundant diet of vine leaves;
J. H. O'Hiclly Co.
when
they have stopped "spitting" as the
peasants describe It that Is, cease to
TRY A ;i, SS
f
Ml
exude a froth they are ready for
MOK ItltAT 1I EH AT THE lir.Nri!
Win
packing
to which they are
'l II' ...... for Inmarket,
ELEPHANT.
,ul,nfa
.....
1.1 Ili.Bn
They are usually purchased bv the
LONG SILK GLOVES.
I!. ILI'ELB
& CO.
park butchers, and by them snaked
for three hours in weak salt water,
OUNCE OF PREVENTION DISIX-FEC- then rinsed in two or three baths 01
clear
and removed from the
WITH
EUREKA
WHTtk hells, water
which are boiled and scrubbed.
81,RONOE8'1BSE
The snails are then scalded in boiling water, to which a little vinegar has

been added, then minced finely with
a little fat pork, sweet herbs (or occasionally (nifties), and seasoned with
The (can shells'
salt and pepper.
are then filled with tlfls mixture, and
they are ready
and only re-- 1
quire fifteen minutes baking in the
oven before being rtady for the table.
Snails can also he used for soups
and stews, and in a hundred different
for-tm:-

ALL

--

;
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MUNCBENEH-HO- P

AT THE WHITE

BRAU

BLEW

Mine 30.

While no statements are ready for
publication at this lime. It Is stated
that the Increase in the business or
the road has been enormous and that
the annual statement to be issued soon
will show a remarkably satisfactory
The dividend also
slate of affairs.
will be surprising. It is believed.
SANTA PE MAY BUILD COSTLY
NEW DEPOT AT PRESCOTT
If the new depot Is built It will
mean the expenditure of from $80,000
to $100,000 in this city, says ihe Pres-eo- ll
r.

was the statement
made
night
a:
lust
Murphy
councity
the
meeting
of
the
He qualified this statement by
cil.
explaining that the contemplated improvements depended upon the success of the company In securing the
desired properly at a reasonable price,
adding that unless the present exorbitant prices demanded were considerably modified
the company would
probably be compelled to abandon the
project.
y
He stated, however, that the
was ready to proceed with the
Improvement of its present freight fa- cllltles and asked the city fathers towith the railroad author!ties in the construction of a conduit
to carry away the Hood waters ma.
collected In the vicinity of the deput
at the foot of Cortes street, representing that such could be built at an expenditure not to exceed $4.000 or less,
of which amount the city would be
and that In
asked to pay
case the cost of the proposed underground waterway should exceed the
amount of $4.000, the city would not
be requested to contribute more than
the $2,000.
The proposition was taken under
advisement by the council and after
was
a resolution
some d i
adopted bv the council authorizing Hie
mayor and clerk to enter Into an
agreement with the railroad company
in accordance with the proposition as
stated by Mr. Murphy.
The proposed Improvements as outlined bv Mr. Murphy contemplate the
erection of a large and commodious
pgsaenger depot, on the lines as suggested In an Issue of this Journal nf
recent dale, the erection of a freight
depot, find the enlargement and Improvement of the yard facilities, an
as Ihe Joining of Granite and
well
Miller creeks, near the west end of
of
the railroad bridge in the vicinity
the electric light plant but cutting
a waterway through the neck of land
thnt divides the two streams near that
point.

This

Mr.

com-pan-

f,

VXT.

WHEAT BINDERS, MOWERS
The Soda Thirst

H&kes. Plows,

Lighting Hay Press

It tins como and we were never
better able to entertain It.
Treat your throat ut
our beautiful fountain.

BEER

a

FIGURE WITn US

GENUINE

AMERICAN
BLOCK
LUMP, XOW $5.50 PER TON. 1IAIIV
& CO.

N1W- -

JL

O'HIELLY'S SPECIAL
AMERICAN BEAUTY

J. KORBER.

CHERRY SISTERS

& CO.
ALBUQUERQUE

Corner Hrsr Street and Copper Avenoe.

FUNERAL
DIRECTORS

W. L. THIMBLE
LIVERY.

CO

TRANSFER

AND

STABLES

Embalming is Our

T

FEED

rirat Class Turnouts at

Specialty

Reason-

able Ratee.

Cor. Fifth

Street and Railroad

Avenue

New Phone 122.

10

Albuquerque's

C. A. HUDSON
Wall Taper ana
c
J

Jap-a-La-

Free Booklet on the "Proper
Treatment, of Floors."

NORTH SECOND STREET

II

eoeee.l.eeeeee

Old Phone 2

Kayser

THE ECONOMIST

0

HEW MEXIC6

.j.eeeeeesf

eeeeeeeee4eeie

ORJELLY'S

ADAMS & DILGARD

or

Buttor Length, Black
or White
Silk
Gloves,
with handsome lace tops
extra length;
while
they last, at per pair $2

VrViv'

'lit
WOOD

f'T

(
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Shirts
fagor UndervKnr

Fine Clothing & Furnishings, Albuquerque

WORLD

knows that Ballard's Snow Liniment
has no superior for Rheumatism, Stiff
Joints, Cuts, Sprains, Lumbago and
nil pains. Buy It, try it and you will
always use It. Anybody who has used
lia Hard's Snow Liniment Is a living
proof if what It does. All we ask
"f you Is to get a tri ll bottle. Price
2,riC.
80C and $1.00.
Sold bv J. 11.'
O'Hiclly Co.

con-listin-

&

Manhattan Skirts
Earl Wilson

Silk

and
Glove

Amsterdam
Colors,

black, white tan, modes
Our regular 65o line.

Brightest and Best Store

To close

out, choice 50c.

THE DAYLIGHT STORE

SATISFACTORY
YEAR
In all department! of the Southwestern annual reports are being prepared, showing the business, expenditures, maintenance, etc., for the flaoai
year, which was brought to a closb

one-hal-

here.

ways.

SOUTHWESTERN CEASES

by

Your honest dollar will always find an honest bargain

a

MMANDELL

Crossrtt $J.Joantl
$4.00 Shoes
Dunlcp Hats
Nrttleton's Shoes

c;

Sj

Journal-Mine-

& Co.

HUÍ!
ATE THE TIM

extensive
50c up to

I
mi

Whj,

you Should .Shop at this ftore-

goods
We deal in
We have no use for ol I goods, and will not all ow them to accumulate.
We are scrupulously careful about quall- lies, so that patrons will lie thoroughly satislied with their purchases. Wi are no! undersold
quality considered. We carry large and varied
We allow no misrepresentation
this Is whf Ihe stoic has the name of being reliable satisfaction or your money back. Our sules people are instructed to be courteous
-

assortment, keeping a sharp lookout for new styles.
and obliging. If you are "sure pay" you can have goods charged, paying monthly.

Japanese

white Washable

SitKs- -

department baa ever announced.
35c Washable
Habutal at
60c Washable
Habutal at
86c Washable
Habutal at
$1.15 Washable
Habutal at
$1.35 Washable
Habutal, ut
90c Natural Pongee
ut ... .:

25c

10
tic
OiV

$1.10
75o

36-ln-

h,

"BlacK.Ua fletas

and Japanese Silks

(Only dependable Silks can be secured
85c Black Taffeta
at
$1.25 Black Taffeta
at
$1.25 Black Taffeta,
extra quality, at
$1.50 Black Taffeta
Superior finish, at
(10c Black Japanese Silks, Waterproof,
at
85c Black Japanese Silk, waterproof,
ut

In

. . .

this section)

27-ln-

26-in-

.36-lne- h,
h,

h,

On

c
SL'M

1.25 each

H5c

$1.10

Fancy Parasols

U8c

h,

h,

h,

h,

h,

While Goods

. . .
. . .
Our stock includes everything new In the thin fabrics and we have marked all
these goods at an exceedingly low price.
25c, 85c, 50c, 05c, 75c, B5c and $1.00
Dotted Swisses, all aire dots, nt
Scotch Swisses, well covered figures, worth 75c per yard, nt
50c
Silk Muslin, finely mercerized, in cream and white, worth 50c per yd, at. ,35c
Fancy Figured Walstlngs, in all new weaves and designs, at 25c, 55c, 10, Mki
French Lawns, sheer and fine, 4 5 Inehs wide, at 25c, 35c, 50c 75c $1.00, $1.25
Bulla LInon, 36 inchs wide, a 20c quality, for
Plqttee, all size widths, nt
25c 35c, 50c and $1.00
Whllu Cotton VoiUe, 36 Indies wide; regulur 26c value. Special at.... lOo

lc

or 36 Inch Long Cloth, regular 12V4c goods. Sale price special, yd.. 10c
Coventry Long Cloth, pieces of 10 yds, reg. $1.50 per piece. Special, yd $1.23
Berkeley Long Cloth, 40 Inch wide, pieces of 10 yds, regular $3.00 per
piece.
Special, per yd
$2.25

J"harply deduced

To

None
of all our Parasols.
Our entire stock divided Into lots to close

dear stock quickly
all go.

out us follows:

Women's Lingerie Waists

$1.35
$1.75
$2.50
$3.15
$1.50
$5.75
$0.75

any Women's Lingerie Waist marked $2
any Women's Lingerie Waist marked $3
any Women's Lingerie Waist marked $4
ar.y Women's Lingerie Waist marked $5
for any Women's Lingerie Waist marked $7.50
for any Women's Lingerie Waist marked $ 8. B0
for any Women's Lingerie Waist marked $10
for
for
for
for

K.nit
75c
75c
65c

colors
white, pink and sky; each
Sleeveless Vests, Imported lisle and mercerized lisle, plain and fancy
hand crocheted yokes; each
out size Union Suits, fine quality lisle thread, low neck, sleoveieSs,
knee length,; per suit
out size Swiss ribbed cotton Pants, umbrella style, lace trimmed and
tlght-llttln- g
knee; per pair
Lisle Thread Vests, silk taped. Special to closo out

wash goods

REDUCTIONS

Some of our best grades selected for quick selling find
marked at popular prices.
While Unen Suitings with embroidered dots and small
figures, light and medium weight, formerly 75c, now
50c
reduced to per yard
Sheer Figured Organdies, l'ght and dark grounds,
many dainty patterns. Reduced from 25c to..., 18c
Knlck. r BtiltlngH, suitable for mountain and children's
we ir, strong ntid durable, per yd
S3c
Plain Colored Solsettes, plain or with embroidered
dots, this season's most desirable fabric, per yd.. 33c
INIIX INOINS

JUN. 301

23c
50c
5$c
50c
13c

"Dressing Sacques

LOT No.

DECIDED

Undertvear Specials

35c Sleeveless Vests, Swiss ribbed cotton with fancy lace yokes,

25c

1
$1,50
Values up to $8.00, at
. $2.50
LOT NO, 2 Values up to $4.00, at
$3.110
LOT No. 8 Values Up to $7.50, at
$5.00
LOT No. 4 Values up to $10.00, at
Children's 1'nrusols nrc likewise reduced to close,

Department Special

"Ready-to-bue- ar

$5.75 for any Women's Wash Di'-sSuit marked $7.50
$7.50 for any Women's Wash Dress Suit marked $10
$10 for any Women's Wash Dress Suit marked $12.50
$12.50 for any Women's Wash Dress Suit marked $15
$15 for any Women's Wash Dress Suit marked $20
$111.50 for any Women's Wash Dress Suit marked $25
All Finest Dresses and Suits Reduced In Proportion
All Wait) Skirt! at a Special Bcdiicllon Tills Week

IKci

The most desirable of this season's wool fabrics at a very decided reduction.
6flu
60: quality Cream Mohair,
at
$1.00 quality Cream Mohair,
at
78c
OBc
$1.25 quality Cream Mohair,
ut
$1.25 quality Cream Sicilian,
at
05c
$1.00 quality Cream Serge,
ut
73c
$1.25 quality Cream Serge,
ut
05c
$1.35 qunllty Cream Serge,
at
$1.10

LOffG CLOTH SPECIAL

the Bargain Table

Umbrella Sale best you ever bought at the price for
they arc all $2.00 values made to retail at $2.00, but
an underpHoe pvrchlwe of the maker's surplus lots
comes straight to us at JUST HALF thereforo $2.00
Umbrellas are yours at $1.25 apiece Just 68 of them
by actual count made of the well wearing Gloria Silk
Bplendtd variety oí handles best paragon frames
made for sun or rain $2.00 Umbrellas l;i every way at
the ECONOMIST while they remain at

CREAM WRESS GOODS

4

Women's Wash Dresses

UM HUELLAS

-

A timeiy salo of these wanted fabrics. Soft, cool, washable, white Habutal
Silks, for which there are so many summer uses. These are of especially
good quality and at extremely low prices. It Is one of the best events this

(RedUCCd to Clear)
want cool, summery Dressing Sacques underprlccd
flCVred and plain white Lawns, with kimona buck and sleeves, full
sizes; hundreds marked for clearance, and the prices 3Bc, 50c and 03c
are down to about cost of materials alone

Time to buy

If you

WASH

IMiriTCOATS

for clearance REDUCES plain and mercerised
Ginghams, striped effects or solid colors; made full and trimmed
with tucked and shirred ruffles reductions average almost
third
75c $1.00 and $1.23
Special
SWISS CI ItTAIN' SI'IX'IAL
No. 66 3 styles of Striped, Figured and Plain Swiss Curtains, ruffled
$Ou
edges. Special
d
Swiss ruffled edge curtain.
No. 120 Fine quality of
lal nt
SI.75
Si
No. 90 Plain SwIbs Curtain with hire Insert border. Special
$1.33
WASH DRESSES SPECIAL
About 1 dozen Women's and Misses' Wash Dresses, slightly soiled from
being displayed In decorating around the store. Suits among these
worth up to $10.00. Choice of any In the lot
Many lots marked

Cross-Burre-

$1-3-

page foto
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manshlp. science and literature, but tt Japan. Through him our nation won
has received through- - IranHatton the a moral victory
glorious than a
best that has been written and spoken viet. y In war. more
King fcdward has alin outer countries.
He who learns so shown himself a promoter of arbithis language, therefore, la like one tration,
and a large number of memwho lives upon a great highway where bers ,.f parliament
are enlksted In the
he romes into dally contact with the same work. It means
much that the
HERE
world.
Without disparaging other two great English-speakin- g
nations
modern languages It may be said with are thus arrayed on
side of
truth that whether one travels abroad peace. I venture to the
suggest that
or studies at home, there is no other
the world's peace would be greatlangua
n
useful at the nresctit ly promoted
by an agreement among
i time
t which we employ at this
a
TO COST
the leading nations that no declaration
oanqu.
I., and the nation which
war
should be made until the subis insti
utal in spreading this lan- - of
guage confers an imes'lmable boon mission of the question In controversy
to
Impartial
an
court for Investigaeven though the conferring of it be
iot Included in its general purpose. tion, each nation reserving the right ti
Kngland has rendered this rervico to aflcept or reject the decision. The
Appropriation Will Bo Made the
people of India, and the United preliminary investigation would in alStates Is rendering the same service most every instance Insure an amicato the people of the Philippines, while ble settlement and the reserved rights
protection
both Kngland the I'nitcd States have would be a sufficient
in Short Time.
been helpful to Japan and China in against any possible injustice.
this way.
Let me go a step farther and api .
Hut the advanced nations cannot peal for a clearer recognition of the
content themselves with the conferr- dignity of labor. The odium whlc'i
RECREATION BUILDING TO STAND ing of Incidental
benefits. If they rests upon the work of the hand has
would Justify their leadership they exerted a baneful Influence the world
ON OLD PUTNEY PROPERTY must put forth cons, lous and constant around.
The theory that Idleness II
effort for the promotion f tne welfare more honorable than toll that it is
of the nations which lag behind. In- more respectable
to consume what
cidental
benelils may follow even others have produced
to be a proThe Morning Journal learner! 1at though the mil purpose of a nation ducer of wealth has than
not only robbed
night from a Source whose authentici- is a wholly selfish one, for as the sale society of nn enormous sum. tiut it has
In created an almost impassable gulf bety cannot he questioned th.it the Santa of Joseph into Egypt resulted
blessings to his famjly ami to the tween the leisure classes and those
Fe Railroad company
will shortly land of the I'huraohs, so captives
takwho Support them. Tolstoi is right In
make an appropriation of sixty thou- en in war have sometimes spread
asserting that most of the perplexing
sand dollars for the erection of a new civ'lizntion and blacks
carried away problems of society grow out of the
library, Y. M. C. a.. residing and rec- If
slavery have been improved by lack of sympathy
between man and
reation building In Albuquerque. It
contact with the whites, nut nations
understood This building will he con- cannot hope to do evil In the hope man. Because some imagine them
Ife with noble efenough to fill
Indissoluble tie that binds each to evabove work, while others see be- fort. No serviceeach
structed at the corner of Railroad av- that Providence will transmute the! selvi s(herd
which we can render ery other member of the race. I have
drudgnothing
life
a
but
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fore
enue nnd the
across the evil into good and bring blessings ery,
to
comless
can
nations
the
favored
felt
there is constant warring and pare in value to this service, for if we men more pride in my own countrystreet from the Alvarado on the out of sin. Nations, If they would be
much
bitterness.
When men and can but bring their people to accept ed than ever before, as I have visitKround where the old Putney arare-hou- great in the better sense of the term,
tin' circuit of schools, hospitals and
of doing
women
become
ashamed
stood for so many years.
must Intend benefit as well as confer nothing
such an ideal, thej will rival the Oc- churc hes which American money has
society
to
to
give
strive
and
Is
good lows for AlbUQUarqtll
This
It. they must plan advantage, and not
in their contribution to civiliza- built around the world. The example
full compensation for all they re cident
and will be another crimp It the
leave the results to chance.
tion. If this ideal- - which must ho ac- of the Christian nations, though but
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be
will
ceive
there
from
who
of those
I take il for granted that our duty
bellev hi bulldltiR
cepted as the true one if our religlo.i feebly reflecting the light of the Masof the Helen cut-of- f
wll affect Albu- to Uta
inferior races Is not mony between the classes.
is true had been more perfectly il- ter, is gradually reforming society.
While Europe and America have lustrated in the llVi of Christians and
querque's Importance as relating t'. discharged by merely feeding them in
The reading
speech proved a
advanced far beyond the Orient in In the conduct, of Christian nations, disappointment ofto thethe
the Santa Pa system. The site is an times of famine or by contributing
crowd, who
ideal one, and a splendid building on their temporary support when soma placing a proper estimate upon those there would now he less of the wanted oratory unhampered
by manwho work, even our nations have not "White Man's Hunlen."
Mils corner, surrounded by attract!:
A
her calamity overtakes them,
uscript.
Kronnds. will add greatly to the view QQUch greater assistance is rendered yet fully learned the lesson that emJohn L. Griffiths, American consul
If it is legitimate to "seek another's
of the city obtained by a person pas- them when they ure led to a more ployment at some useful avocation is profit''
"to Work another's gain'' general at Liverpool, answered for the
sing through on the railway ThC elevated plane of thought and activity essentia to the physical health, intel how canand
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velopment.
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and in duty bound to curry to tributing to the welfare of their fel- the persecuted,
before it Is flnli d.
for the alleged Improvement of those were draped on the walls of the dining
It Is expecbd that tin Albuquerque the rest of the world. 1 may mention lows, and this ought not to be difficult, attacked, and still more frequently, room and the orchestra played a proknowledge of the for every department of human activrecreation building, as In the rase of five: education.
has been adulterate.! gram of American medlodiea.
The
of government, arbitration as ity has a fascination of its own. The philanthropy
the others, will be tqulppi d with a science
war,
a
appreciation or agricultural colleges and industrial with selfish Interest. If the superior guests included Sir Laurence
substitute for
complete gymnasium and 'ths, bilPaul Morton of New York,
the dignity of labor and a high con- schools which have sprung up in so nations 'have a mission. It is not to
liard rooms, etc., b aide tne rending ception
but to heal - not to cast down, Franklin MacVeagh of Chicago, Conof life."
many localities, are evidence that a wound,
Kl nearly a thourooms and libra- to lift up, and Ihe means must he sul General Wynne, Isaac Seligman of
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ed in 'he shoes ingEducation
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example a far more powerful and New York, Representative
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creation of the human mind Is in- ual reepenalbility to Uod, teaches the first with verdure and afterward with
The Santa Fe has already appro- dubitable
proof thai the Almighty brotherhood of man and measures ripenejd grain, while violence is the oc- read a letter from Queen Alexandra expriated many thousands 'if dollars for never Intended that learning should greatness by the service rendered. The casional tempest which can ruin but pressing the keenest sorrow over the
such buildings, and It Is rere triable tO
s
Brsl established a rational relation be- cannot give life.
Salisbury railway disaster and tendermonopolized by a few, and he
expect that Albuquerque's
be erecing her heartfelt sympathy to all conagainst the plans of Je- tween the creature and his Creator,
himself
Can We doubt the efficacy of exam111 fill
a hovah who would deny Intellectual the second lays the foundation for Justed as soon as possible. 11
cerned. "Especially the young bride,
lung felt want among li il railroad training to any part of the human tice between man and his fellows, and ple in the light of history? There has so suddenly bereaved," meaning Mrs.
men. as the present r ling room Is race. It is a false civilization, not a the third furnishes an ambition larg; been great increase in education dur-iiy- j; Frederick II. Cossitt, of New York.
the last century and the school
not nearly large c no
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largely to the moral influence which
The Santa Fe has nlv iya been a to imp
mind and the other
London, July 4. Three thousand
neighboring nations exert upon each persons,
hopeless Ignorance.
foremost exponent of the Idea that Its condm
mostly Americans, attended
other. And t'he spread of popular
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government during the name period, tho Fourth of July reception at the
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how rapid'. Constitution alter consti- American embassv. in
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enough
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NichoI prosperity
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las Longworth and Mrs. Longwort'i,
bors, so e cannot doubt that it is nlil .1111! w orn who will use this deliitlt- VVIiile in America and
oil il l lull.
in Kuropc received the guests. Among tho lato the advantage of each nation that ful Kqutdbeauttficr. Harmless,
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there is much to be corrected and dies present were many Americans
iiistuntlv
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impossible
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mittee of judges, he stated Its carrythere has never been so much altru- lah aristocracy.
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ing power to be much below what he and the
ism in the world as there is today
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No one questions that Japan's Infelt sure the gun would accomplish.
so many who acknowledge the garden.
never
The result of the trial was therefor. fluence has been a beneficent one since
a great surprise, matead of a disap- she has emerged from illiteracy and
her people with public
II Is the same with the endowed
pointment.
d 'ha mberluln's Colic, schools open to all her boys and girls.
manufacture
ob'bolera and
irhooa It.mcdy They The transition from a position of was
do not publicly boast of all this rem- scurity into a world power
mre rapid than her transiscarce
edy will accomplish, hut prefer to
a menace Into an
ally.
users make the statements. What they tion
ring upon a Simla? exChina
do claim. Is that it will pes. lively cure perience
and I am confident that her
diarrhoea, dysentery, pains in the, era of reform
will make her, not
stomaeb and bowels and has neves yellow peril
but a powerful
.
snasnwnsnnnaBnv- been known to fall.
For sale by all In the International
vineyard. In Indruggists.
dia, in the Philippines, In Egypt and
even In Turkey, statistics show a
Kouiiii MagaahM
gr adual extension of education and I
Is worth a dozen lying around loose, trust
I will be pardoned If I say that
Wi can bind them in attractive form
neither
the armies, nor the navies,
for 11.00.
Batter bindings a little
yet the oojnmerce of our nations,
higher. Just call Automatic 'phone nor
have given us so Just a claim to the
I
lit and we will be glad to talk Over gratitude
of tin- people of Asia as
'vr
v!!7
your magazine proposition.
h ive our school leachersi sent, many
11. s. Uthgow .v Co.,
BSBW I
of them, by private rather than by
Hulldlng.
Hookbinders,
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public funds.
The English language has become
V
VTORAGK,
the vehicle for the conveyance of govDOING
AWAY THIS 8ÜMMER7
even
more than for
ernmental truth
Planoa, stoves, furniture, etc, stored tin- spread of general Information, for
wifely.
Kales reuMinnlili'.
The St- - beginning with Magna Charter and
curtly Warehouse ami Improvement continuing through the era of the
Co, Offices, (rant block, Itoth phones.
revolution ami Ihe Declaration
of Independence down to the presentí
110 language has be, n SO much
employed for tin- propagation
of that
th ory of government
Which traces
rn mental authority to the consent
of the governed Our own nation preBANQUET III LONDON
sents in, most illustrious example
known to history of a great population
working out ;is destiny through laws
oniiuiicd I nuil Page I. ( o 2.)
of Its own making and under officials
eme claim, and take foi my text, of Its own choosing, although, I inrv
"The White M in's Burden
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"Tike up the White Man's Mur- recognizing the omnipotence of a par
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in aattence to nbldi
difficult to overestimate the potency
To veil tin- threat of lerrnr
of this conception of government upon
And check the show of pride.
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Hy open speech and simple.
the thought of the world away
An hundred times made plain.
om despotism to tin- possibilities of
To seek another's profit,
- If government,
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made western civilisation possiThus sings Kipling and. with the dom
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1 nation or even a world, anil
sute) the atenga em te lies thS thought state,
my mind to- the idea that man possesses inalienawhich li uppermost
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PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

Money to Loan

On Furniture. Pianos. Organs. Horses.
Wagons and other Chattels: also on

salaries and warehouse receipts, as
low as tlO.OO aid as high as $200.00.
Loans are aukkly made and strictly
Time: One month to one
nrivate.
year clven. Goods to remain In your
nossession.
Our rates are reasonable.
Call and see us before borrowing.
Steamshln tickets to and from all
Darts of the world.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO..
4. Grant Bldg.
Rooms S
PRIVATE OFFICES.
OPEN EVENINGS.
S05 West llai.roud Avenne,
I

Simon Stern, the R. R. Ave. Clothier

I

HELP WANTED.
Solicitor for'clty work.
Z.. Journal.
Address X.
WANTED
At once, first class waiter at Santa Fe restaurant, under Savoy
hotel.
tf
WANTED
Laborers, native and
white, and all trades supplied with
help on short notice. Also domestic
e,
servants. Abraham's Employment
120 W. Silver ave., at Elite
'Phono 379.
ATTORNEYS.
R W. D. ItRYAN
Attorney at Law.
Office In First National bank building. Alhuoueruue. N. M.
PHYSICIANS.
MALE
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BRUNSWICK
POOL

ANO

BILLIARD

PARLORS

$3,.'no

brick, suitable for rooming or boarding house
on Highland
$2,600
frame, bath,
lights, trees, shrubbery, lot electrla
76x142,
Fourth ward.
$1,300
frame, near shops.
$2,250
frame cottage; modern conveniences, trees and shrubbery, corner lot, 50x142.
$3,300
brick cottage; modern
well built; largo cellar; good barn;
trees and lawn; fine location. West
Tijeras road.
$2,700
frame dwelling with
modern conveniences; well built S
Arno st.
Money to Loan on Good Real Estate
at liow Bates of Interest.
STAGE TO lEMEZ SPÍtlNGs!

The Only First

The undersigned

Class Billiard

'.'1

avenue.

JAM

S 5

0

N

Cheap Tables

or

Broken

BUT EVERYTHING
CLASS AND

Dalla.

GUSSABOIT. Prop.

BARNETT BLD6.

107 S. 2nd. St.

T, .TOH NHTON.

Feed and Sale

..STABLES..

ITItST

Straight Pool .... Re per cue
IS Bull Pool ...TjC per cuo
minimis
60c per hour

MS

E. BELL
J.
Livery,
. .

M.

is prepared
to
from the celebrated

HOT SPRINGS. Any information desired can be secured from
George H. Moore, No. 113 West Kail-roa- d

PARLORS
in the City.í
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imam

hn'-Utim-
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Remington typewriter,
J7
cheap. Clarkville Coal Yards.
FOR SALE Good saddle horse,
cheap, if taken at once. 607 North
j7
Fourth street.
FOR SALE Cow ponies. Thirty
head first class cow ponies, various DR. R. L. IHJÜT
ages, mostly young, all sound, no sore
N. T. Arlmllo Bid.
Room
hacks nor locoed horses In hunch, and Tuberculosis treated with High
Electrical Current and Germiall In prime condition. Price $30 per cide.
Treatments given from 8 a. m. to
head. Can be seen any day at short 4 p. m.
Trained nurse in attendance.
notice.
Will C. Barnes, Las Vegas. Both 'phones.
New Mexico.
DR. J. li. WROTH
Physician and Surgeon.
gasoline
FOR SALE A
Alhuoueruue. N. M.
engine, all complete.
J. F. Palmer, DR. J. E. BRONSON
MU X. First st.
if
HomeoDathlc.
Physician and Surgeon.
FOR SALE $2,700 will buy a nine-rooRoom 17 Whiting Black.
.brick house, bath, cellar, electric lights, lot 71x100, In Highlands, DR. W. G. SHADRACH
Practice Limited
close in. Cement walk, shade. P. O.
Eye. Ear. Nose. Throat
Box 218.
Oculist and Aurist for Santa Fe coast
lines. Office 313
W. Railroad av.
FOR SALE Soda fountain.
Hours t)to 12 a, jn.tj.v30 to6 p. m
Tophaih.
DENTISTS.
FOR SALE New and second-han- d
bwrrjaa at Aloutiuerone Carriaere Co.
DR.
KRAFT
Dental Surgeon.
FOR KENT.
Rooms 15 and 16 Grant Block, over
Three
RENT.
Fkiir
furnished the Golden Rule Drv Goods company.
rooms with bath, close in. 10S John Automatic Phone 272: Colorado. 154.
street.
tf E. J. ALGER. D. V. S.
Arimflo block, opposite Gol
FOR
R ÉÑT. Two pleasa nt fur- ilenOffices:
Rule. Office
8:St a. m. to
nished rooms with conveniences,
at 12:30 p. m.: 1:20hours.
to 5 p. m. Auto417 West Fruit avenue.
jü matic telenhone 462.
Anpolntmenta
FOR RENT Four room modern made by mall.
house, close in. Five room modern DR. L. E. ERVIN
Dentist.
house, furnished, 3, 4, 6, 7 and S room
691.
houses for rent. L. T. Delancy, 213 Rooms 20 Auto22.Phone
Whiting block, ever
and
W. Gold ave.
if
Learnard and Lindemann.
FOR RENT Sheep range to lease,
A IHTUTECTS.
tine grass, unfailing water, patented Je
W sniiwcirii.
lands; located in Sierra county. Ad- V. O.
WALL1NGFORD
dress C. C. Miller,
Billsboro, New
Arch Í tGc ts
M exico.
Rooms 46 and 47, Harnett Bulldinn.
Both 'Phones.
FOR RENT Four rooms furnished
cheap for summer months with bath,
CIVIL ENGINEERS.
electric lights and telephone. 1104 N, J. R. FARWELL
Second st.
tf
Civil Engineer.
FOR I IE N T Two rooms for ligli t BOQrn 23. N. T. Armllo buUdlnjhousekeeping, li W. Coal.
VETERINARIAN.
FOR RENT
Three
furnished DR. F. L. SCHNEIDER.
rooms fur housekeeping.
Veterinarian.
S.
110
Broadway.
jr Office 4 24 North Second street. Phones
311, Colo. Black 35. Residence
Auto
FOR RENT
store room
on West Gold avenue. Address Box phone Auto 747.
138, City.
UNDERTAK BKST
u'
BORDERS- FOR RENT Rooms for houseCity Undertaker.
keeping. Corner of Sixth st. and Rail-toa- d
Black or white hearse, $5.00. Comave.
mercial Club Building.
telephone.
FOR RENT- Furnished room. 512 316; Colorado red 115.Auto
Albuquerque,
S'. Second st.
tf New Mexic ,
FOR RENT
Furnished modern
HA li FRIES.
house; also furnished rooms. Inquire
BREAD.
after 5 o'clock at 514 W. Coal.
PIES
AND CAKES
tf
to any o art oí the cltv. wed-dlFOR RENT
Storage room for
cakes a specialty; satisfaction
wool, furniture, etc. Large building. ifuaranteed.
S. N. Bulling. Pioneer
E. W. Fee. 620 S. Second St.
Hakorv. 207 South Flrt street.
BUSINESS (tl'lHnTÑfTiKs.
b'OR RENT
Modem furnished
ro
s. S00 South Second St., upstairs. r
Stock
Coiilpair.es Incorporated.
W. V. Futrelle.
t
II you have stocks or bonds for sale,
2
FOR REN
Pleasant furnished W !e try lo sell them for you.
rooms at :U5 8. Third St.
tf George M. Kellogg, Broker, 540 Bill- RENT Furnished rooms bv cott Square liuff.ilo.
j9
For
day.
the
week or month, also rooms
for liirht housekeeping.
Wrs.
Eva
Flamlur. 11S West Lead ave.
tf
FEMALE HELP WANTED.
Real
WANTED Girl for general houseand Loans,
work. Apply from 9 to 12 mornings,
Fire
Insurance,
809 Copper avenue.
tf
Bonds.
WANTED Cook and waitresses for
Camp Glencoe, Bear Canyon.
212'i: South Second Street.
AdAutomatic 'Phone 328.
dress T. P. Hayes, Box 125.
IXJlt SALE..
WANTED
Saleswoman
youn.T. $1.800.
frame, bath, electric
must be experienced, and lie able to
lights, lot 50x141', in Highlands.
Speak Spanish.
Attractive salary to $2,000
brick Cottage,
good
right person, Only parties with all
cellar, barn, etc., S. Edith street.
qualifications and capable need apply. $H,lou
brick cottage, well
Write and send references Immediatebuilt, N. Eighth street.
ly lo the John Becker Company, Be$4,000 Two good houses, 6 lots,
lén, New Mexico.
shade treee, room for two more
houses; dose in; N. Sixth street.
w A NTS I
A gi ri for general housemodern adobe, well
work. Apply 014 W-- Railroad ave, tf
built, oicely flnlshed. large grounds.
WANTED Competent girl in il
Oood outbuildings, trees und shrubsmall family. Apply mornings at Kin
bery. Foulh ward.
n. Eighth street
ir 8,000
cement finish dwelling, bath, etc. close In.
WAN TE I:.
12,300
frame
dwelling,
oa
WANTED.
Safe in rfOor condition,
corner close In, lot 76x142, fine
medium ni.o. X. C, Journal.
j5
shade trees.
V line piece
of business property for
Counter Sales Books,
sale.
We are iii a position now to handle Some good ranches for Bale
close to
your orders for counter sales boqka.
city.
Call us up and We will be pleased to j2,iiuo
brick cottage, bath,
give you estimates. Automatic 'pho:ia
eleotric lights, barn, corner 'ot 60s
14 2; N. Second street.
128.
11,(00
IL s. LithgoTV .V Co.,
frame, new. barn,
shade trees, city water, high locaHookbinders,
Journal Building.
tion.
$2,000
frame cottage, bath,
etc.; S. Arno street.
MEN ANO WÜMífy $1,100
frame cottage, bath,
fjm lit.' ti for uiitii'.r'ir
1 Otrio
lights, close In.
éim hrw v h.itilluiHUiutiniirt
double houses, close In, InirritHtKms or ulrnnitioi t $,o00
eiW im 14 tiriotvr,
come SS0
Of iiiuroun ItltttbrtftM
a
--.ner month... v
ImuI.
'
.(.Blat'litn
I'diiil.
nuil
r,"t
ment.
ttdlriu
Half cash, balance on timei:o.at
J

Everybody is going ior there are
more and bigger bargains than we
have ever offered heretofore.

1

OK SAI,

FOH SALE

Englis-

r

190.

VANTO

PAYABLE IN

ALL CLASSIFIED AI vFUTTSEBtETiiTS

GREEN TAG

-

3.

jc CLASSIFIED ADVERTIS: EMjH

.

right-of-wa-

Jul)

Thursday

Boardine Horses a Suecinltr.
. w- - ..Sml,,lc Horses.
8ver Avenue. Albaoneraae.

OFFICE CLOSED
DUIUNG VACATION
ll.l, RETCRH ABOUT
JULY 6th

B. F. COPP, D. D. S.

Thursday. July

S.

THE 'ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAE

I90.

HORSES TAKE THE

select some of those choice

Thrilling

Traction
BOLD

RIDER

FINISH

PLDNC E

Performance

IN

the meantime better

lots in the

50-fo- ot

AT FROM $25 to $150 PER LOT; $5 DOWN, $5 PER MONTH; NO INTEREST

Office

MEETS

BIG WATER

In

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS

al

Park.

NEARLY

If we fail in one plan we have twcf

We are still quietly working on the Street Car proposition to the University,
others, but it will probably be September 1st before it is settled.

GREAT CROWD SEES

DARK

PAGE FTVK

TANK

119

South Second Street

First National Bank Building

reara home-mad- e
candy A I'
the Uilluckiest man alive. Why, wlr-WALTON'S DRtJG STORE.
I went to ask for my bill, what do yon
suppose the cleric said'.' He told m.c
there was no bill said tin y would DC NOTICE TO WATER CONSUMERS.
h' noted if stayed a year!"
Water tax Is due and payable at
And Then a Home Owner.
of undersigned between Brat and
WHOLBBAUi
LINCOLN
AltllAIIAM
fifth of month.
Provide
for
the
Future.
ON AN
WATER SUPPLY COMPANY.
was a man who, against all odds,
1!17 West Gold avenue.
a man
Exclusiva A sent for
attained the highest honor
Yellowstone and n O. F. C. Whlaktea.
could get In the United States. BalSt
Chand'-Moet
White Seal Chana-oaen- e.
LONG SILK (iLOVLS. R. II .11 I I)
st. Louis A. B. O. Bohemian
lard's Horehound Syrup has attain- & CO.
and Jos. Schllti Milwaukee Bottled
UGLY CHARE
ed a place never equaled by any
Beers, and Owners and Distributers
We opened for Subscription July m,
National Cash Registers.
other like remedy. It is a sure cure
of the Alvarado Club Whisker.
E. M. Howard, sales agent for the. II new series of monthly payment savfor Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis, InfluWrite for our illustrated Catalana
stock. .$1.00 per and
diseases. National Cash Register Co.. of Day- ings installment
enza and all Pulmonary
;rlec list.
w
Every mother should keep supplied ton. Ohio, is at the Elite hotel to re- month will curry a s joo on share.
Automatic Telephone. IH,
AIM a scries of prepaid investment
1 1 1
cough
medicine.
10.
July
wonderful
Salesrooms.
this
main
until
'phone
with
South First Street,
Automatic
WILL HAVE HEARING BEFORE
II
deper
paying
on
stock
cent iniercst
Sold by J. 11. O'Hielly Co.
AliBCOUEKQUE
NEW MEXICO.
posit of SI oo.oo nuil upwards
MORNING
privileges no all
withdrawal
Liberal
THIS
CRAWFORD
JUDGE
stock.
NUMKKOPS TESTIMONIALS OF ACKNOWLEDGED ACTHOIUTIES ENWo will loan you money lo buy or
DORSE THE MEDICI NAL EFFICACY OF THE
build you a hoine at once if you be- THE
WM. FARR COMPANY
shortly
was
arrested
come a stockholder.
Elíseo Mirabal
before noon yesterday upon complaint
Wholesale and Beta) I Dealer In
of a native woman named Lucia
The
Building & Loan
she was
Chaves, who alleges that
Fresh and Salt
made the victim of a criminal assault
Association, of Albuquerque
on the pail of Mirabal last Sunday
having
SATTSAGE A 8PECÍALTY
in this city, the alleged crime
Itoo.M ill. GRANT BLOCK
II. II. I I LTON
been committed under a bridge in the
AND HOGS BIGGEST
CATTLE
FOH
southern part of the city. Mirabal
Secretary
MABKET PRICE PAID
gave a bond of 2H0 signed by Judge
Any informal on desired furnished.
Jesus Homero and others, and will
appear for a hearing before Judge
Crawford in police court thds morning. The defendant denies the chara
as brought by the woman.
A Quiet Fourth.
1 nev-.rysi- ai
iveuaDie
Two plain drunks were arrested and
Qulckei
Rotheof Selwr'sCate, and (ieorgeK. Neher
lined five dollars or sentenced to five
Of the While Elephant, Local llculers
days each by Judge Cra.wford yesterIce
day morning, and for the rest the
day was a quiet and orderly Fourth
n

CM

A vast crowd filled every nook and
corner of the big grand .stand at Traction park yesterday afternoon to see
Dr. W. K. Carver, the world's greatest rille and pistol shot and trainer,
HOSE ON
and owner of the famous diving
horses, "Little
Cupid,"
"Powder
Fate" and "Silver King."
There Is Implanted in every human
1HE FIREWORKS
breast a little more or less of the lovo
of the dangerous.
The performance
that wins is the one that has a ipiC-of peril in it and the men danger the
greater the interest and the more intense the fascination.
There was no lack of the spice of II Hilarious Tourist and His
hazard In the remarkable performance
witnessed yesterday afternoon when
the magnificent horses trained patiently for years by Dr. Carver climbod
like cats up a steep incline to a forty- foot platform, snorted magnificently!
at the expectant thousands in the
grand stand and along the bleachers; ANYHOW THEY ALL WENT
at a word from their master leaped
forth Into space with a mighty bound
OFF BEFORE THE DELUGE
and after a wild rush through the
p
air hit the surface of the
reservoir with a tremendous
but
There was a short-livesplash that threw a. cloud of spray
celebration of the tall end of
high into the air.
"How did he ever teach them to the Glorious Fourth down at the Santhe
do it?" was the comment heard on all ta Fe station at midnight when
limited eastbound pulled in.
sides yesterday as the horses went California
train had no sooner stopped than
through their performance with an Thelively
hunch of young men from
Intelligence which would put to shame aChicago
who had evidently been celethat of many human beings.
brating all the way from Los Angeles,
The only untoward incident in the Jumped off with a suspicious, sinister
show was when Jim Kidd, bronco looking box. While the depot master
buster, mounted "Little Cupid" and and the .station officer were busily entook the plunge. In some manner the gaged elsewhere, one hilarious young1
horse got a bad start from the plat- man plumped the box down on tic
form, and when the splash came it platform and struck a match. In a
appeared to the horrified spectators Second there was a loud crack which
that Kidd was almost beneath the was followed by another, and another,
horse. In a moment the horse reap- and about a gross of bunches of
peared, but it was several moments
were going off like the battle
before the anxious watchers saw Of San Juan Hill and Manila bay comKldd's head reappear. He was swim- bined, When the Officer came running
ming in a dazed condition, when ihi to the scene. Those firecrackers mad;
"Girl in Red," who also dives with a glorious noise while the Chicagoites
the horses, jumped in and pulled Kidd yelled and whooped, and the heads of
to shore. He was unable to stand for guests began to pop out the windows
a wliile and had to be helped away. of the Alvarado.
It was a lovely racLast night he fainted several times in ket for a little while, and as there was
the tent and Dr. Pearco was sum- a whole big case of them to explode,
moned from the Casino. Kidd is said It was some time before the celebrato have a fractured rib and a wounded tion was over and the officers dared
knee and may be otherwise Injured In- to approach.
lust as the last bunch was going off
ternally.
Considerable excitement was caused and the wooden case blazed up into a
In the grand stand when Kidd took respectable bonfire, the
got the hose Into play and the lurl
the dive.
went out in a cloud of
The lirst horse to take the leap was celebration
with a last sizzle and tizz an
"Little Cupid," followed by "Powder steam
the cloud of blue smok-Pace" and then "Silver King," the pop. When
away,
the easterners were docleared
of
lug white horse, which is the pick
on the platform
ing
shuttle
double
a
the lot and which has been trained to the tune of "Yankee Doodle,
and
by
to do numberless stunts
Dr. Carver.
was getting bigger while
crowd
the
appears
to
most
be the
Little Cupid"
or two unfortunates woo had gone
expert diver and took the leap several one
bed in the Limited called the portimes yesterday. Each horse was to
ter to ask htm if the wreck was a very
greeted by a volley of cheers as he bad
one.
gained the platform and stood arch"Whoooo-ce!- "
said the ringleader of
ing his neck and shaking his head as
young fci-- j
crowd, a bright-lookinbe looked down from the dizzy height. the
s
low in the. happy stage of a
limbed,
are
The horses
beautiful clean
Hut say what you
jag "r-r-roa- t!
in
blooded animals and
themselves want turíi hose on my birthday ferT
attracted admiration. When the divn This Is my birthday. Have a cigar evis properly done the horse lowers his erybody everybody have a cigar"---a- nd
forefeet over the parapet, then slides
lie passed around a big box full of
off gracefully, hitting the Water at a Perfectos, begging everyone to take a
slight angle, similar to that of a well handful, "i
Uah fer the
trained swimmer who dives from the fourth o' July and my birthday!
bank into a .stream. When the horse Whoop!"
reappears It is always with ears laid
"Hey. Whash that'.' 'gainst th' law?
close to his head and head uplifted, Seuse me, sir, didn't know we was
and when lie emerges he is at one"
law. wouldn't thought o' shooliu'
sorry
collared by an attendant and rushed firecrackers.
huve
Awful
on' to be wiped and blanketed. The cigar?"
unusually
cold
"All aboard!" came in stentorian
weather yesterday
made the water unsually cold.
tones from the conductor down the
Tin' climax came when the "Girl line, and the train began to move.
In Red," attired In a bathing suit of There was a wild stampede and scramand boosting
bright scarlet, mounted "Little Cu- ble for the hand-railpid" and made the dive, the horse and each other on in frantic haste, lie
rider striking the water at exactly the Chtcagoana vanished In the directionproper
angle
with a resounding of Berhainlo, a series of patriotic warsplash. In a second the horse reap- u hoops coining faintly back as tic
peared with the daring rider ereet train disappeared into the night.
on "Little Cupid's" back, not having
Saved Ills Coniriulc's Life.
changed her position a whit While
"Wliile returning from the (Hand
making the plunge. The "Oirl in Red"
Army encampment at Washington
received an ovation.
111., was
"Silver King" and Or. Carver gave City, a comrade from Elgin, and wu.i
some amusing performances in front taken with cholera morbus
E.
of the grand stand and the Doctor In n critical condition." says Mr. J.
Iowa. "I gave
announced that he would offer $10') Houghland, of Eldon,
hi gold to any Albuquerque girl who htm Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
and believe saved
would ride "Silver King" while the Diarrhoea IRemedy been
engaged for
have
white horse takes the dive next Sun- his Ufe.
ten years In Immigration work ami
day.
many parties to the south
"You have some pretty good horse- conducted
west. I always carry this remedy
women in Albuquerque," said the doc- and
have used it successfully on many
tor. "Now let them show their met- and
Sold by all druggists.
occasions."
tle." There was not a loud chorus
of responses to the offer, which remains open.
Dr. Carver did some remarkable
shooting previous to the diving performance, (racking glares halls Rnd
drilling holes through coins thrown In
the air wllh an accuracy of aim which
Is absolutely Inrredlble.
His title to
Champion marksman of the world is
well earned and can hardly be disputed.
Dr. Carver will give another performance with his arma and his diving horses Saturday afternoon and
promises that it will be even more
exciting that yesterday's and that Is
saying a great deal.
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MIRABAL

BEA MONEY SAVER
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biliousness, constipation, or any disorder of the stomach. Many have 0Mtl
permanently rured by their use. For
sale by all druggists.

SAIIMI ltrciMIAIM)T
BFSAKS WKI-l- i OP AMEWCA
No Parasite Class Here Says Pamous
Actrcxs.

Paris, July 4. Sarah Bernhardt,
chattlnir with an interviewer about
her American tour, said, among- other things, that, upon reaching- that
land of freedom from the stifling moral atmosphere of Europe, one draws
n ionbreath of the nure air of lib
erty. There Is no parasite class In
America. From top to bottom of the
social scale they are all
Inhabitants of the United States, composed of men and women from all the
countries of Kurope. T,hey constitute a veritable nation In the best
sense oí the word.

BEGIN NOW!
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FAMOUS SHAWHAN WHISKEY

u
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IT KEETS Oi TAJTlflG GOOD

TRY IT! TRY IT!

jrauonize inedia
Company-

oi

juiy.

- we manufacture

.

No arrests were made for violation

RAYWOODS & ROBERTS CO.

of the ordinance against firecrackers,
although it is believed thai the officer
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS
of the law looked hard in me omvi
when a very small occasional
one
urchin happened to shoot off just
or two. But there was little disposilittion to violate the ordinance and
soltle noise of powder marred the
emn quiet of one of the most peacethis citV.
t......,i...
I U
I 'Mil
' ' 1noivn in jags
wer
The usual Independence day
also few and far pet ween aim
things were placid.

Which is Cheaper
Gas or Accident?

I

auu-gcth-

A SAN FRANCISCO

LAS VEGAS, N. M.

er

PHYSICIAN

;;
I'scs ITcrptclilc Successfully in Treat-inSycosis of the Honril.
He says: "I recently treated a case
Of sycosis (similar to 'barber's Itch')
of the lower Up, with Newbro's Herpl-rldThere was an extensive loss of
beard with inflammation extending
well down on the chin. The result of
the application of Herplcide was most
gratifying. The loss of beard ceased
and a new growth of hair is now taking place over the once inflamed area.
Melville E. O'Neill, M. D.,
"Signed)
"84 5 Howard St.
"San Francisco, Cal.,"
Herplcide kills the dandruff germ
and permits the hair to grow abundantly.
Send
Sold by leading druggists.
10c in Stamp f"r Sample to The HerI!.
'(,.,
plcide
H
Detroit.
Mich.
Hrlggs & Co., special agents.

Gils is absolutely

NOTHING

ICE

e

I
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R.I0 GRANDE LUMBER COMPANY
Stvsh and Doors

WÉST GOLD
AVENUE

Flint a nil Glrs

Contractors' Materials

i
i

Illirvl'n

l

iwni t L

s .i
i
'V PlAKAJUr,!

i-

-

.

ll.dli I'ho.iH.

Cooking with gas is clean, ton no
foul smell: no minting of victual-- .
And it's ideal lor Sumiller cookery.

I

see our ;as Ranges on exhibition
ELECTHIC BUILDING.

ill Hie

Tnlncliicst Man Alive.
The Albuqaerque Gas,
couple of years ago a governor
of one of the southern states went to
Palm Beach, Fia., for a short holiday.
He registered at one of the magnificent hotels and was assigned to u
luxurious suite of rooms. Ho was
comfortably installed whert a friend
came in to call on him. "This is a
wonderful apartment they nave given
you," said the visitor. "Why, yes,"
replied the governor. "I've never an
joyed SUeh luxury in my life. Never
saw such a place! They just showed
me to these rooms, but I've been wondering If they realized that
was a
poor man. What do you SUpDOMO
they'll charge me?" "Well, governor," answered the other, "I happen to know about that.
"The last man, a railroad president
from New York, paid $75 a day fo.'
these rooms." "Scissors to grind!"
cried the unfortunate politician. "I've
only got $5(1.
I'll have to leavo it
But, look here, Jim, 1 don't
oi
to
want
confess I can't pay for at COLORADO PHONE, Blk 93
least one day, so you go down to the
station and telegraph mo to come
home at once. I will meet you at tin; Automatic Plinnc Baa.
station in an hour." When the governor arrived at the station he found
his friend waiting as he had arranged.
"You got my telegram, all right?"
the acquaintance. "(Jot It!"
In
said the governor
a despairing
West Silver Avenue
voice, "I should say so; 1 believe I'm :i
A

Special Rates lo the East
Sep-temb-

i

M

AUTOMATIC PHONE 292
Colorado Phone

t
i

B7

W. J. PATTERSON
Livery and Boarding Stables

On the Following dates the banta Fe
will sell excursion tickets to
pal p tints in Illinois, Kansas, Michi- -

gan, Missouri, Nebraska, North Da- kota, South Dakota, Wisconsin and Wyoming: June 1 and 2,
also June 9 to 16, inclusive, and July 1 to 10, inclusive. Call
at ticket office and we will help you plan a trip. Below find a
,
few principal points.
Chicago and return
$51.50
St. Louis ajid return
46.50
Memphis, Tenn., and return
......$48.65
Kansas City and return
;. ... .$39.00
Return limit on all tickets, October 31, 1906,

I

::;

T. E. PURDY, Agent.

::;::::

::::-.!;-....)--.

MEN'S Uff'DE'RWEAP
Men's Underwear to be found in this city.
Come in and we will prove it.

OUF- -

of

STOCK 3EF0HE

er

,

Albuquerque, New Mexico

1

j

Now is the time to take that trip back home. Take advantage
01 the low rates to the east. Tickets
on sale at special reduced rates for
the round trip from June i to
30.
Chicago and return, $55.35.
St. Louis and return, $47.85

Electric Light and Power Company

USE DIAMOND ICE

1

Iff SPEC T
119

BOTH PHONES

!

afe.

Gasoline is concentrated trouble,
and you never know Hie minvte Hie
trouble is oiiig lo begin Ilion h'a
too late the mischief haa been
u rought,

e.

BUT

Men's Balbriggan, in white, brown, blue or pink; full fashioned; an extra good garment; per suit only
Men s Imported French Balbriggan, the best article on the market; per suit, only
Fancy Balbriggan, the very finest, in neat colors; per suit, only
Fine Black Lisle, guaranteed stainless, nothing better to be had for more than we price this; per suit

-

Q Cigar Dealers

Liquor

ARREST

Wc have the best selected and largest assortment

Don't He Itackwnril.
Do not hesitate to ask for a
sample of Chamberlain's stomach and
Liver Tablets. We are Klad to ghe
them to anyone who is troubled with

MEUNUEAKIN

e

$1.00
$1.50
$2.50 and $3.00
$2.50

3lyiJG

E. L. WASHBURN CO.
V

I

4

THE ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE SIS.

mmKmm isoiosg)
If ACPHERSON, President.

W. S. BURKE. Editor.

II. n. IIENINO. City Editor.
Entered as second-clas- s
matter at the postoffice at Albuquerque, N.
under art of congress of March 3. 187.

The muck rake stands a Chance
Work eivcrtimt In New York society.

M.,

one thing has
American public
ye ar- -

.

of the things which happened, e.r were madetO happen, during the
of congress Just eta d, serve to call attention quite forcibly
the Importance of the work that may be accomplished even by DM
man. when he has the Interest of the people in mind all the time. An
excellent MB) pit in this line may be found In an Important move made by the
rule, new senators, like
As
new senator from Wisconsin, Mr. LaPollette.
and not heard." but LaFollette did not
children, are expected to "lie
show much respect for the rubIn the matter of musty traditions, he was an
iconoclast, and frequently made Some of the bumps on the senatorial Iuk have
cold chills run down their pines, and Wonder v. hat the country was oomlng
to. Although a member for only a pari of one session, he accomplished mux
As an illustration of this,
than some men have Accomplished In many
we may call attention to the fact that he Introduced and secured the passage
of a resolution, only a few hours before adjournment, extending the scope of
the investigation now1 being conducted by the Interstate Commerce Commission, so as to make It Include the transportation and storage of grain. This
la a matter of the ve ry highest Importance to all the
states.
Hint these- Include all the great sides ..f the middle west
the heart of the

$'ME

t

--

grain-growin-

g

-

country.
In support of his resolution, Senator I.aFollctte said that testimony taken
by the commission Indicate! a Joint ownership between the railroads and
companie s to the detriment of the farmers who are entitled to B free
open
market. He then gave the names of Individual! and corporation
and
which had secured sue ii inside privileges as to give then monopolies along
various western railroad lines and the roads mentioned Included nearly all
the well known western lines.
As going to confirm his Inference of a combination. Mr. LaFollette said

i

--

the-

bee n Accomplished
life-

White-was-

kicked over.

in

during the last
Huckct lias been

s
dispatch says that Walte r
SftpPUeS have landed safely on
DaneIsland. Whether Walter will
ever light is a grave question.

A

VX
:

Well-man-

The Morning Journal tries to OS
real careful, but oh, gracious, there
we 'vegoneand said something etss
to hurt the Almanac's feelings!
continue the good work, they arc
out the private car lines.
Squealing the lempn syndicate, breaking tii- ice trust, and canning the me at
barons.
Tee

free-zin-

In D illon. Missouri, lives an ol i
man who is hale and hearty at CT,
who lives on 110 a year, and who never took a bath. Another crime In the
water cure.

. .

Seems strange they should have- had
such a hard time deciding on the type
of canal when there are plenty of good
citizens ready and willing to settle th-matter.
Dr. Johnson, of l'aterson, New Jersey, will be enshrined as the patron
saint of the small boy, for he has declared that going to school kills the

MONTY TO LOAN ON UOOO REAL
ESTATE SECURITY AT

em,

RATES OP INTEREST.
I'OR RENT.
house North Fifth st..

:

line.

AVE.

-

n

;!.

I

Wukc-ttel- d

Price, $2.75.

See window display.

kirn

mod-

to-

m

MLB)

ll'O.OO.

J.

Si
EMMONS

D.

I- -

"NT

r'

house North Fifth st.. $30.00.
house S.uit't Third et., $10.00.
hems Broadway. $8.00.
IIOI'KE FURNISHERS. NEW AND
4 rooms furnished,
$20.00.
SECONDHAND.
WE BUI HOUSEThe
Two
houser. 8. Broadway with HOLD
GOO0S. 9H V. GOLD AVE.
bath, $20.00 each.
tí. NIRISEN, MANAGER.
house, S. Arno, modern, $25.
Auto. Phone 474 Colo. Phone 177.
Two tents, E. Hiiilyo id ave., $8.00.
Corner
Avenue
Coal
and Second Street
West End of Viaduct
house, S. Edith, modern, $25.
ave.,
Two -- room houses, Marquette
$12.00 each.
brick house, N. Second street,
modern, $20.00.
prompt
treatbric k hems.-- N. Fourth street,
187
Kstabltshel
modern, $20.00.
ment and careful dispensing go to

Furniture Man.

L. B.

.

FOR SALE.
Four houses on South Broadway,
modern; will sell singly or all, at a
bargain.
Large and small ranches for sale near
in. Tract of land on the Mesa, east
of the citv.
.Some fine lots on Tije ras avenue; alsa
em West Coal avenue?
House- and 3 lots on North Fourth St.,
14 rooms In a fine locution.
Lots and houses for sale in ull parts )f
the cit.-Four acres of land In the city limits,
with good house and stable, fruit
trees, etc.. In a fine location.
house on West Coal av.; up
;. 000.
to dat",
Lot on West (oíd av., near Sixth st.
Corner Iron av. and Edith St.,
house: modern: lot 76x142 feet; fine
cement sldev.'ilks: good stable. This
property will be sold cheap If taken
at once.
House and lot on South Second St., between Lead and Coal nvenues, at a
bargain.
14 -- room hcise, two blocks from
with two lots. House well
furnished. This property is In one
of tho best locations In this city,
and is for sale at $5,500.
Rrlck house and lot on West Coal
ave.; 5 rooms,
$2,600.
Brick house, 7 rooms, with 3 lots, on
North Second street,
price, $2,650.
brick house, nearly new, modern Improvements, at $3,150, on
North 4th street.
house, furnlshe-l- ,
good location, $1150.00.
frame In one of the bes!
locations on Broadway at a bargain; modern
house, North Fourth street,
with 3 lots 75 x!42 feet, near In.
Price, $3,600.
.

Putney ühe
jV

if tut

Mitchell

for

Wagons

ALBCQOERQCE. N.

tS.

M.

Kyrrc

Front

The Williams Drug Go
THE BLUli FRONT

FOR SALE
ranch near Kennedy, small
adobe house, Kocicl cellar, 10 acres
fenced, some fruit trees on place;
plenty of Rood range and water for
stock. This place Is easily worth
Any rcasonahle offe-will be
$800.
considered.
Nice residence lots from $íí0 up; very
liberal terms.

DRUGGIST

20 West Railroad Ave.

re

V

r

Albuquerque

Planing Mill

FOR RENT
frame, close in, plenty of
per montft,
shade, nice location;
'ncfbdlng ward.
Five-roodwelling;, modern, closo in,
nice location.
Six-roo- m

All kinds of lli'll work a
pectslty. The right place
for i;ool work at low price

A.

k

W00TT0N

Money to loan in sums to suit at
nt on Approved security.

First St.

4o:i S.

-0

m

J. LOVE, Prop.

Auto phone 1(3

.

$-

8

per

W. P. METCALF

MYER

Votary Public, Insurance, Rotids, Money to Loan.

821

Gold Avenue

Dealers In Real Estate

FOR

;

-

Phone.

Baldridge's is the Place
FOR LUMBER, SHINGLES, AND LATH. A LARGE
stock of Windows, Doors, Paints, Oils, Brushes,
Cement, Building Paper, etc., always on hand.

Qtr.

Vacation?

117 West Knilroail Avenue

Both Telephones.

160-nc-

Chicago employers say women are
Many a badly
123 South Third Street
the best worke rs.
Worked husband will cheerfully admit
this to bs a fact. When a woman
BUSINESS C1IANCE8.
really gets her mind on working a Oood ranches
near tho citv for sale WE HAVE
a
company
is
and
large
stockholder
Elevator
the
Armour
SALE
that the bead ef
man, there's not much show for him.
at reasonable prices.
.
Fire Insurance, Houses for Rent.
director of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul. He then read a number of
Rents Collected. Taxes Paid, and
Hoboing it is rapidly becoming a
various statements to show that the railway rómpanles
letters and quot-entire charge tnkrt: of i.roocrt for A few small ranches, ranging from
fad. A New York millionaire took ñ
mid
against
residents
friendly,
discriminate
and
they
are
to
which
three to ten acres each; nil under
favor some elevators
clay's ride on the humocrs of a freight
ditch
und under high state of cultiprice
II
exthe
H.
we
by
A
the
result
regarded
that
them,
few
with
amusement.
Just
train
for
so
CO
.
DUNBAR
not
are
which
others
vation.
periences
with
shotgun
and
farmers
Comer fiohl Avno mnd Thlril
of wheat, to the producers, Is far below what It should be.
bad dons however will like ly take- lie
Also, desirable lots In the different adall the grain shipped Into edge off the fad.
He declare el In conclusion that prae
ditions to the city.
Chicago over any one line- goef 1( urn- dealer, and expressed the opinion that
several stiuiU cottages, well
We
have
Whoop!
.
... .!.!.. e.. o
....
dealers are losely allied among themselve s, thus constituting a
these whob-sal111, IOr SIIH UH re.:.ir..'ii.i;
The Rogwell Record, at times is
virtual monopoly of the entire grain business of the country.
quite a respectable democratic paper,
Black 144
Colo.
Senator Nelson confirmed the statements of Mr. LaPollette, saying that he at times again becomes very yellow
ami silly. It publishes fake stories
haei personal knowledge of many Instances of discriminations by the railroads
office of
concocted in the
in favor of the elevators. Be had no doubt, he said, that investigation would
fakir Journal and of a
few democratic yellow dog sheets conshow Uta sime- combination between the railroad companies and the elevator cerning
If you are, be tter come in and
political matters and affects t,
companies th.it had been found to exist between the railroads and the coal think that its readers are silly and iglei us supply you with some Innorant enough to take- them for truth.
companies,
expensive
article ;: you may ne
The Record ought to know better, but
HOUSE BUILDERS, ETC.
you
to
r out more enjay-abl- e
make
in Its intense desire to hurt the republican party of New Mexico, and especially its leade rs and organization, it
Having consolidated the 1'hoenlx
Swallows the rotten bait like a real
nnd Superior Plulnlnu Mili-- , the
gudgeon, The Almanac.
of the latest
machimo b'--being
anil t malíes. c arc preExaggerated Reports.
pared to do all kinds of MILL
who arc Interested In the- progress of the war that has bee-WORK at a price never before
While the rec int earthquake In San
ate iiipt.cl in New Mexico.
nearly all clvUbted countries during the last few years Francisco was the most terrible and
PERSONS In arc
h foe of nunkind, consumption, will derive much com the conflagration which followed probthat
will be Rlail Ml Kve estiably the most exte nsive and destructfort from figures given us by recent census tables. It appears from ive in the history of the country, the
mate's on anything from ttie mill
the-swork of a home- to making n
statistics that tube rculosis Is causing a markedly smaller perc entage of earlier reports were- all exaggerated.
Without any exaggeration, whatever,
window screen and will ".liaran- deaths at present than formerly. Indicating an i ne ouraglng degree of success wbelieve- Hosteller's Stomach Utters?
satisfaction
in the- fittbt against the "great white plague" which is being waged in all parts will aid any sick man or woman very
n
a d (it ii b b Articles
materially in recovering their form r
of this country, The figures unfortunately, cover only ten of the states and good
health, Thousands have volunWHICH vol: WILL BIND
334 cities, owing to the lack
f organised systems of rerorellng and reporting
tarily written us to tin- effect that the
U3ES POR.
In all parts of the- United St lies.
These- states are Connecticut, Ineliana. Bitters made: them slicing and robuit
r all other remedies had failed.
Maine, Massachusetts, Michigan, New Hampshire, New Jersey, Rhode Islam! afte
You therefore owe u to yourself to
Mill Go.
and Vermont, anil these, togethe r with the cities In other states which care- give It a fair trial at once. For 53
years
it has been making stomachs
fully preserM death records, Constitute a population of 34,000,1100, or
s
Strong and digestions perfect, thus
of that of the United States.
curing sic k headac he, flatulency,
nausea, cramps, diarrhoea, inAccording to the return-- from these sources the latest calculable rate
The Alvarado Pharmacy
digestion, dyspepsia, cost
or
non
inn,
of mortality from consumption was iTL'.fi
of population. In lsti'i malaria, fever and ague, Qet a bottle
Leather, Harness. Saddles, Lap Dustthe rate was 21. 4. This diminution, It is thought, is likely to progress todav.
ers, Wh'ps, Axle Oils, Elc.
is. H. Brlggs & Co., Propriet .rs
more rapidly In the future, for mosl of the work of public education in
(Small Holding Claim No. 1621.)
t
First Stree and Gold Ave
combating tin eliseise has been elote- during he past decade and Is largely
Notice for Publication.
Both Phones
Paints, Oils and Vanishes
OÍ the
Department
Interior,
United
fundamental. The good result of the local propaganda tn behalf of clean
Land Office.
States
living, good foeid, fresh air. thorough sanitation, and, to a certain extent,
rafamtlfl Roof lV.nt Lasts F1" Veto
Snnta Fe, N. M., June 8, 1906.
Notice is hereby given that the follosegregation of conaumbtlves, is just beginning to be fcir.
find í tops Leaks.
wing-named
(Heel notice
claimant
has
The warfare against consumption Is proceeding along two broad lines, of his Intention to make flnal proof In
Cash Paid for Rides and Pelts.
prevention ami cure. The former - being wageel by both physicians and support of his claim under sections 16
408 WI"3T RAILROAD AVKNFE
17 of the act of March 3, 1801
laymen, and is in educational work. The- latter Is strictly BCientiAc unci the- and
(26 Stats., 854), as amended by the
results are leas distinct because they are observable chiefly by tin- members a t of Fe bruary 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
W FRENCH FtMAlE
of the- médloal profession, Th" real problem of today lias in teaching Un- 470), and that said proof will be made
before I'lille-States court commispeople two prime facts, that consumption Is roinmunlrable and that Us com- sioner at San Rafael, N. M., on the
munication can be prevented by the observance, of certain simple rules of 16th day of July, 1906, viz: Mat IS
for Srui-tiik ftjf. ClkTAH
MMM s
ttlVfl KNQWK TO FAIL 01 mii SiIí P.'U
for the small holding claim
hygiene and cleanliness. In many cities committees are at work according to Concha
,;n ii,
or lionrj
Hani j.i
n
ul
No. Ull, situated In Sec. 26, T 10 N
tn.
t liot. Will m.il teutHti let irifti o bt páid for
plans to carry these truths Into the darkest corners R, 7 W.
certain
WllCn Tlie'el.
f '."3 LaTi
or
semi
ur
IL
lt
)
ijfi
len
He names the following witnesses to
Lectures, pamphlets, pe rsonal talks ami newspaper
of the- communities.
ra
UN IT r D MFDiCAl CO, mo.: T4. UkNUftfJi.N.
prove his actual
udverso
discussion are all utilized as means to the cml. From all th" eltle-- come posse ssion of said continuous
tr:ict for twenty
Sold In Albuqurruuo by the
satisfactory reports of progre ss. The fine lent belief that consumption was years next preceding the survey of tU'i
O'Klclly Com ruin v.
(Jamie
township,
LaLeods,
viz:
of
hereelltary and unavoidable and incurable Is being shaken everywhere.
A
guna, n. m. Jooeorto iteras, of Laguna,
clear conception of the duty of the consumptive patient to his fellow creatures
M.; William Paisano, of Laguna, N.
Colo, riiono lUk S3
Auto, riiono :Ut
M., and Martin
Luther, of Lugunu,
Is being evolved.
N. M.
It sprends Its good results out far and
All this work If constructive.
Any person who desires to protest
THE LONDON CLUB LIVERY CO
wide. It loads to reforms In many eliree lions.
The search for tuberculosis-breedin- g agalriHt the allowance of said proof, or
who knows of any substantial reas m
groumls, says the Washington Star, has resulted In the eliscove-rSAMTAItY HOAItRINi;
under the laws and regulations of
Cigna
STAHLES
morally
Is
foul
living
corners.
in
senses
of
both
becoming slowly
department why such proof
but steadily tin- rule In the places where a few years ago hopeless sloth ami should not be alliewed will he given fcfl
I
opportunity ut the
filth nne indlfferencs reigned. The conquest of the "great white plague," If It time unci place, to
F. T. Sehtnidt, Prop. 421 N. Second SI
e
of said claimant, atol to of-t- e
Is finally accomplished will mean more than the lowering of the death rale
r evidence In rebuttal of that
from tuberc uleisls.
by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
PRESIDENT BRICKM of R ide Hffe told the Mount Holyoke girls the- other
BnSlnOSi Without System
day Hint there were more cases of nervous proslratleen among soc iety WOfaen, Is like a ship without a rudder.
WHOLESALE
system. User Is the looso LC'if
whose principal doty It was to kill time, than among the college girls with
The y can he adapted to nnv
Methods.
MERCHANTS
their full courses of study.
business, large- or imall. Sheets can
be ruled to suit your needs. Full out'
Wool. ILdes A Pelts
nt.i furnished, call us up and we- cm
a Specialty
WE HAVE It upon the authority of the Washington Star that those Ice show
yeeu the advantage!
of using
tAB VEGA6
ALIH QIIERQI 'W
trust magnate- who arc shivering In Jul! In Toledo are disposed to roast (he; I00H0 leuf dsvtoaa,
II. S. Llthgow
o..
judge who showed so much heat In tending them to the coolor.
Uookblnders,
Journal Hulldlng.

Going Away for a

The Busy Little Drug Store,
at 117 West Railroad Ave.

THE
PRESCRIPTION

post-offic-

h

service, courteous

For

Grocer
Wholesale
FEED. FLOCR AND GRAIN

Si.v-roo- m

Six-roo-

children,

V,.

5,

Is

I sell the Celebrated

411

Russia is said to be only in an era
T1IK MORIIING .MM RNAL is THE LEADING REPUBLICAN PAP Kit cef transition. It i, rapid transit with
OP NEW MUXKO. SUPPORTING TIIE PRINCIPLES OP THE HEITR-L- I a vengeance.
SSS
AN PARTY AIX THE TIME AMD THE METHODS OF TIIE REPUBAlbuquerque's Good Friend, the ALICAN PARTY WHEN TIIF.Y ARE RIGHT.
lmanac, dotsn't seem to be particularly kagpy over that federal building.
Ijtrgcr circulation than any other p:iMT In New Mcilco. Tlic only paper
A chorus girl famine and the deciIn New Htxk'O kssMi ecry day In the year.
mation of the Four Hundreel Ik ex'The Morning Journal lian a IiIjeImt circulation rating than K accorded pected to result from the Thaw episto any oilier miht In Albuquerque or any other dally In New Mexico." The ode.
American WcWIMPCT Directory.
The new disappearing
Pullman
be rth Is all the rage.
The old stylo
TERMS OK Sl'Bst KIlTKtN.
dis
ing berths are those we order
13.00 by ippeai
Daily, by mall, one year in advance
w i re.
GO
Dally, by carrier, one month
as
50
Dally, by mail, one month
Roosevelt's Instructions to a class of
eweel girl graduates in Washington
:w MEXICO Were shotl and to the point "Oct
ALntgiKuyiK
married."
THURSDAY MOIIÍIINCJ, .H I Y
Ina.
While the sage of Princeton angles
for the finny trout, Bryan continues to
angle patiently for the elusive democratic vote.

What One Man Can Do

.-f-

REAL
ESTATE
NEW TELEPHONE

t

the Prettiest.
Everybody wants the Prettiest Gocart,
Everybody can get It at Emmons'.

it

COLUMN

Here's to the safe and sane Fourth.

Thursday. July
Everybody's Baby

DUNBAR'S

DEMOCRAT PUBLISHING COMPANY

D. A.

MORNING JOURHHE.

J.first
BflLORIOGE
S.street.
alulquerque. new

4
405

south

mkxico

To Contractors

1

IShe

War on Consumption

Toilet Water
Talcum Powder

Witch Hazel

-

Cream

A SAFE DEPOSIT BOX

-

Planing

Is a necessity and

the cost

Is

small. We have them.

First National Rank

two-fifth-

,

THOS. F. KELEHER

i

D. & R. G. SYSTEM

pe--

I

PILLS,
M

i

Independence Day

n

i

ill

FOR THE FEET

;

abovo-mentlor-

ie

cross-examin-

Santo Fe Rratich

Effective December

10, 1905.

Westbound
Santa Fe
Ar.... 3:30 p. m
Española
Lv. . . . 1:26 p. to
m....Lv
Embudo
m....Lv
Lv.... 12:26 p. m
Baranca
m....Lv
Lv.... 11:36 p. in
Lv
Servilleta
10:29 p. m
m....Lv
Tres Piedras
m....Lv
Lv.... 10:00 p. in
, Antonlto
m....Lv
Lv.... 8:10 p. m
Alamosa
m....Lv
Lv.... 6:40 a. in
Puebl
m....Lv
Lv.... 11:05 p. m
a. m....Lv
Colorado Springs
Lv.,.. 9:40 p. to
a. m
Ar
Denver
Lv.... 7:00 p. in
Connections At Antonito for Da rango, Sllvcrton and intermediate pointf.
At Alamosa for Denver, PtWblO and intermediate points via either the standard
gauge line via La Veta Pass or tho narrow gauge line via Salida, making the
antIN trip In daylight and passing through tho famous Royul Gorge, also for
all points on Creede branch.
Trains stop at Embuda for dinner where ffood meals are served.
S. K. HOOPER, O. P. A. Denver.
A. S. HARNEY, Agent, Santu Fe. N. M.
Eastbound
11:00
12:51
2:11
2:00
4:02
4:32
6:45
8:30
3:00
4:86
7:80

a.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
a.

STATIONS

m.

. .

.Lv.

Communication Made Easy
Between the Great Southwest and Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago,
and all points North and East by the

sub-mltte-

Gro8$,Kelly&Co

V

WHEN

For prompt anil courteous treatment
propounds this personal conundrum: "Now
THE Florida Times-Unio- n
and the cr choices) of monis you will
thst Senator Beverldgo has lurned his attention to meats, would It not be a make no mistake by calling
on Emit
112 North Third street, or
good Idla for Senator Baron to look after drinks?"
telephoning your order In.
I
With $10,000,000 on one side, nnd Hlanford While' record on the other,
STOP AT TUB WHITE ELK
T
For Men
Harry Thaw will not likely have much trouble In making himself solid with PIIWTON VIM R WAV in i MI'
THY A .Lss OF Ml NL'llENER-HOthe Jury.
UR.U UEER.
if For Women

YOU

WEAR

OUR

Goodyear Welt Shoes.

E

The St. Elmo Sample and
Club Rooms

Choice Liquors Served. A Oood Place
to while awav the weary hours.
All tho Popular asmen.
Keno every
Monday, Thursday and Saturday
Nights.
$2.75 to $1.00
JOREPn BARNETT.
$2.50 to $1.00 120 W. Railroad Ave.
Protirlrto

El Paso

&

Southwestern System

Rock Island System
Shortest, Quickest, therefore the Best.
Tho Only way with tno
through trains dally, carrying Standard and Tourist Iteepe ,
Dining Cars, Chair Cars nnd Coaches. For any trip, anywhere, any tine TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.

lor

Full Particulars see any Agent or Address

GARNETT KING
ueoerai Agent

EL PASO, TEXAS

V.

R. STILES

Gen. Pass. Agent

THE KLBUQUERQUE

Thnrsday. July 5. 1906.

IPill

How will your cotd be tonight? Worse,
probably. How about tomorrow? The
trouble is, colds always tend downward.
Stop this downward tendency with Ayer's
Cherry Pectonl. Your doctor will tell y.ou why ttcan do this. Ask him all
about it. Ask him if he has anything better for coughs and colds. Then
follow bis advice, whatever t s.
XJifTITrUL-!LP."',li,- ti
i tL3TLCo

FOR

Your Cold

mm mm

im

at fort

Cleveland
Detroit
Batteries Joss and Clark;
and Warner.

Convicted ol Using Abusive
Language to Soldiers.

8
2

2
1

TABOGA BILL" OF PANAMA.

1

2

Blsgest and Oldest ol
Sharks.
From the San Francisco News Letter.
WRSTKUN LEAGUE.
From Panama comes the sad news
At Lincoln
It. H. F. that "Taboga BUI" Is dead. Thus paísSioux City
9 it 1
es away perhaps the oldest Inhabitant
5 11 C
Lincoln
Batteries Sawyer.
an'l if that uncanny region, and certainly
,
Corbett
one of Its most picturesque ones. "TaHess; Eyler and Zlnran.
Second game
boga Bill" was a shark a huge, ugly,
S
4 16
Lincoln
tiger shark, with black
Sioux City
5 is i
Batteries McKay and ZInrnn: Jar-ro- tt stripes around his body and double
d
rows of big,
teeth. Now, tiand Hess.
At Omaha
It. II. R. ger sharks are quite numerous and
6
1
2 common around
Omaha
Panama, but "Bill"
1
Des Moines
2 12
was a decidedly uncommon member
Batteries Podge and Benders; Clc-otof his species. He derived his name
and Town.
from his habitat, which was In the
Second game
2
3 waters nround the pretty
2
Omaha
Island of
Des Moines
3 9 1 Taboga, near Panama City, a
place
Bateries Sanders
and Gondlng; where vessels And a safe, cool anchorMiller and Hogriever.
age, away from the miasmptlc breezes
of the inner harbor and untroubled bv
A M B I i CA X ASSOCIATION.
the mosquitoes. It Is the principal
At Toledo
t I watering place of the vicinity.
Toledo
From time without record "Taboga
5
Indianapolis
Bill" has been a denizen of the wat- At Louisville-Louis- ville
ers nround Taboga Island. He was
1
known to travelers there who are now
Columbus
lending their lives from o:d age, and
Second
:imc
he was known to others still earlier.
1
Columbus
maximum ape of a
7 Just what tho
Louisville
shark is Is not known positively, hut
At Minneapolis
Taboga Bill undoubtedly reached That
S
St. Paul
2 maximum.
Minneapolis
He was different from other Sharks
Second game
many ways. He was a monster In
0 In
St. Pnul
,,
The lowest estimates placed
3 size.
Minneapolis
at 18 feet Some went higher
At Milwaukee
He certain2 Into fanciful dimensions.
Kansas (Tty
ly looked big when he was swimming
4
Milwaukee
around in the water just far enough
Second same
o below the surface to be proof against
Kn nsas City
a ride bullet.
He was a crafty old fel!l
Milwaukee
too, seeming to have learned gre it
Game awarded to Milwaukee be- low
and cunning with his advanccause of Kansas City's refusal to abide wisdom
ing vears. He seemed to lead a charmby the decision of the umpire.
ed life and for generations sailors and
others have tried to kill him, bur
Every Little Bit Helps
without success, as "Bill" was too
But the use of special ruled blanks foxy. He had an appetite that was
a
and hooks in your office work helps
never satisfied, and grabbed every"big bit." Never thought of It? Jit
thing that came his way In the snane
try it. Give us your Ideas and we will of food, from a potato to a man for
be pleased to draw up the plans for he was a man-eatprovided there
books and blanks and give estimates was no hook or other snare about It.
H. S. Uthgow & Co.,
"Hill" was wary enough to keep shy
Bookbinders,
Journal Building.
of baited hooks. He was sly enough
possibly from some narrow escapes in
EUREKA WHITE LUKE WILL his early youth to know when peo
NOT CRACK. POP Oil BLISTER; ple were after him, and he always
INSIST ON YOUR
ARUIIITKUf fooled thorn. That Is, he neatly
SPECIFYING IT. 1 1 All N & CO.
tf ways fooled them.
One of the

Mullln

mud-color-

WAR DEPARTMENT

APPROVES

saw-edge-

FINDINGS OF COURT MARTIAL

le

Correspondence Morning Journal.
Fort WingatA N. If., July 4. The
flnriliigs of the court martial recently
convened here for the trial of Captain
Hatry O. Wlllard of.the Fifth Cavalry!
have been approved by the president.
Captain Wlllard was tried and found
guilty of conduct to the prejudice of
discipline,
Rood order and military
and sentenced to be reprimanded.
most unusual. They are detailed In
the reprimand administered by Brigadier Qenerai Williams, commanding
the department of the Colorado.
"In the foregoing case of Captain
Wlllard," says General Williams, "th
evidence shows that during a tug of
war contest at Fort Wingatc between
two troops of cavalry the accused,
being captain of one of the troops,
approached one of the contestants,
tlv
a private soldier belonging to
troop not commanded by the accused,
the soldier at the time violating one
of the ruleof the contest, and directed him to cease his violation of the
rules, immediately upon receiving a
reply from the soldier addressed him
in profane language, and a few minutes later, after the completion of the
Contest, went to where the soldier W!is
standing and threatened hiYn in loud,
abusive and profane language, and
repeated BUCh language after the soldier had properly protested against it.
The evidence shows the accused's conduct was so llagrant that a commissioned officer who witnessed It at once
made an Official report of It, and that
the soldier, with tears in his eyes, reported it to his troop commander. The
(valence deeply impresses the reviewing authority with the conviction that
l he conduct
of the accused was extremely discreditable to himself and
most prejudicial to the service. The
only defense of the accused that Is deserving notice Is that the manner of
the soldier In replying to him was InThe evisolent and insubordinate.
dence on that point ts conflicting, but
the court apparently believed there
was some such provocation, for otherwise It is scarcely credible that so mil
a sentence would hive bven Imposed.
The reviewing authority accents this
view.
Hut,
granting
this provocation for the violent outburst of the
accused. The accused termed hla language a reprimand to the soldier. The
court has found it was abusive and
profane, and was repeated, after protest by he soldier. If this Is the accused's idea of a reprimand, he must
reconstruct his ideas. Tho reviewing
authority is pleased to state that It
is reported to him that the accused is
a capable, intelligent, active and zealous officer, but his conduct in this Inwhich
stance reveals characteristics
will nullify his merits and destroy his
efficiency as an officer unless at once
If the accused has not
reformed.
learned to exercise the authority of
his rank in a firm and dignified and.
above all, In n quiet manner, without
harshness, one of the chief lessons of
age anil experience Is still unlearned.
"The si ntetice is approved. The reviewing authority considers the foregoing remarks a sufficient reprimand.
The accused will be released from arrest."

1

."i

From the America Magaalne.
Nowhere nutsldejQt the pases of
Action would we etsdec. such an Incident as the f'dlowine from the personal story of the Rtfsrian revolutionist. Narodny. In the American Magaalne. Narodny has Just jumped from
a window to escapé the police. "When
I scrambled to my teet I diseoverel
myself In the yard among half a dozen soldiers, i was without overcoat
or hnt a very suspicious figure, and.
having neither I could not escape even
could I get by the aoMiers who surrounded men.
"1 Jerked a card from my pocket
to- this day I do not know what It
was and handed It to one of the soldiers. 'Here Is my card." I said rapidly. 'I am a member of the secret
police.
One of these revolutionists
Is trying to escape.
I am after him.
Quick!
Give me yotir coat and hat!'
"He. automatically Obeyed. I slipped on his coat and hnt and to all
appearances was a soldier of the
czar. I walked past the guarded gate
of the yard, out onto the street. Before me were thousands of soldiers.
I saw my friends being brought down
from the hall and put into the black
s.
vans about which stood guards of
I marc hed through my friends
(all of that group are in prison today,
save only myself and the friend that
escaped with me) with the air of a
OldHer' on a very import ant message
and pressed on through the mass of
other soldiers that filled the street."
We have heard of linen showers,
towel showers, handkerchief showers,
and occasionally In Now Mexico we
hear of rain showers, hut on the 19li
or this month tho Presbyterian ladles
will have a rhurcft shower. You will
hear more about it later.
J'

New York
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If you are going away from
Albuquerque this summer don't
forget to leave your order for
the Morning Journal. This paper will be sent to any address
In the United States, Canada or
Mexico for tho regular subscription price, 50c per month.

3

St. Louis

Batteries

1

Altrock

Howell and Hlokey.
At Washington

and

4

R

Ü

s

You will he anxious to hear
from home during your absence
and the Morning Journal will
keep you posted dally.

nilDUIIMWiTI
W. E. MAUGER

WOOL
Mauger

Representing
321

and will be sold at that price so long as they last. While there are
many different patterns the first purchasers will get the choice. Better come at once you will make money by buying.
In addition to the Printed Madras Cloths we are offering many
ferent Summer Fabrics at Bargain Prices, and it will
please its to show them to all callers.

& Avery
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Toti&GradiM.
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Fresh

CORONADO TENT CITY
CORONADO

delightful place to spend your summer vacation. Furnished tents and
palm cottages for rent at reasonable rates. You may do your own cooking
or you can get your meals at the restaurant. Boating, Bathing, Fishing, Music.
For information regarding rates for tents and cottages, railroad lares, etc.,

MEAT MARKET

&

,

Prop.

Salt Meats

sl?SLi?LEL

I

Is now open nil the your around
BCSl
Of AcconmiudutioiiH

Bi'j'
5

a

Otero's

r.aih House
Connection.

Run

THE GLOBE STORE

berger

Wholesale Flour nni Feed
l E A L E R

lit

Auto. Phone 626.

I

W. Copper Ave

Special Rates to the West
You should plan to take that trip to California. You will en
joy the change. Visit the Grand
Canyon and Petrified Forest. Libs.
eral limit and
Los Angeles and return, $36.00.
San Diego and return, $36.00.
San Francisco and return, $45.00.
For oth'er rates and full particulars call at ticket office. Tickets on
sale every Tuesday, Thursday and
Saturday during May, June, July,
T. F. I'URDY, Agent.
August and September.
stop-over-

MRS. WM. ROGERS.

i

Prop

B

?

AGENT

ASK ANY

dif-

Empress, "Motel beat," "Gold Seal,"
"Illanco," "North Star" ami "Mountain Rose" Flour at wholesale.
Kansas anil Native Hay, Alfalfa,
Oats, Barley, COMÍ, Corn Chop, Wheat,
White and Red Bran.
ReX Sleek and Poultry Food.
Manhattan Stock and Poultry Food.
('rushed Oyster Shells, Chicken
Bone, Heof Scraps, Native Salt and
other Stock and Poultry Food.

Tllilin STREET

BEACH. CALIFORNIA

A

?

A. E. WALKER
FIRE INSURANCE
Secretary Mutual Building Association

i

M7

217 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.
Automatic 'I'lionc 711,

TO SELENA

Uhe Future
The new City of Belen

1

B. II
S 13
0
Washington
1
I 4
Boston
Batteries Patten and Waktflleld,
DIneen and Armburutjter.
Second game
C
2
3
Washington
1
9 14
Boston
Batteries Hughes, Falkenberg and
Hoydon; Young and Peterson.
It. H. K.
At Philadelphia
1
8
i
New York
3 6 2
Philadelphia
Griffith:
Batteries Chesbro and
McOutra and Kllnow; Waddell and
Schrcck.
Second came
7
2
Non' York
:
7
1
Philadelphia
Batteries Orth and Kllnow; Ben
dor and Schrcck.
B. II K
At Cleveland
1
8 11
Cleveland
4
2
0
Detroit
HcmD;
Batteries-- - llhoades
and
Donovan, Kllllan and Warner.
Second game
K

is 3

Cut-- o

of
TopeHa

Center

of The Atchison

CSL

JVeiv Mejcico

Santa

Fe Haitbvay

miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., is at the junction of the main lines of the Santa Fe system
from Chicago to San Francisco and Los Angeles, El Paso Texas and Old Mexico

leading east and west

The Helen Uotern and Improvement Company

0
3

Sullivan;

Pailroad

Located on the Helen

(INCORPORATED)

tre-- ts
ARB THE OWNEPH OF THE ÍII0I.RN TOWNSITB. Consisting of ONE THOUSAND BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE 0T8, (alse 16k14J feet) fronting upon Í0 and
and avenue, RIGHT In the busmen
center of the NEW CITY and directly upon the Santa Fe Railway Depot Grounds. Thn Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway company Is now grading Ha extensive depot grounds and yard limits S00 feet wide and
mile long, (capacity of aeventy miles of side track) to accomodate Its NEW PASSENGER and FREIGHT depots. HARVEY EATING HOUSE, Raund House, Coal Chutes, Water Tanks, Machine Shops, Etc.
70-fo- et

m .THE CITY OF BELEJV
--

n

Haa a population of 160, and several large Mercantile Hounea, The Belen Patent Roller Mlllt. capacity 160 barrels dally: winery, etc. It Is the largest shipping point for flour, wool, wheat, wine, beans, hay and fruit
In New Mexico.
From Its location upon the Great Trunk Une. leading North, South. East and West, to all points In the United States and Old Mexico Its future growth a a Commercial point cannot be estimated.
All fast limited, mall, express and freight trains will pass through Belen to Chicago, Kansas City, Gnlveston and the Pacific Coast. Th water Is good and climate unsurpassed.
Belen haa a $1(1.000 public school house,
twv churches, a commercial club, three hotels, restaurants, etc. It needs right nor a bakery, tailoring establishment, shoemaker, plumber, planing mill, drug store, harness shop, etc. THE LOTS OFFERED ARB
may remain on note and mortgage for ene year with Interest at sight per cent per annum.
LOW IN PRICE8 AND TERMS EASY. Ono third of purchase money cash;
Title perfect and warranty deeds
given. COME EARLY IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICE LOTS. For further particular! and prlcea of lota csll In person or write to
two-thir-

ds

The Belen Towiv and Improvement Company
JOA

Tresident

I

THEJBIG GLOBE SIGN on West Railroad Avenue marks the en-

Boston
West Gold Avenue, Albuquerque

211 West Gold Avenne, Albuquerque
GAME IN SEASON.

ami
9

20 CENTS A YARD

A i ni ros Homero--

1

i

Batteries Walsh, Patterson
Sullivan; Pidty and Hlchey.
Second game
f
Chicago

markets. In order to interest the ladies of Albuquerque intfvse goods
they have been placed on the bargain counter at

3

6

Donovai;
Batteries Sparks and
Llndaman and Brown.
r "on'.mufl
AMKUICAN LEAGUE.
.
R. II. E
At Chicago
3
1
0
Chicago
St. Louis

on our shelves. These goods are of the latest patterns suita-abl- e
for all manner of warm weather wear. But they must
be sold to make room for goods that are on the way from the eastern

NEW MEXICO

1
12 12
Cincinnati
I'.atterles Thompson and Oradi ;
Welrher, Chech and Livingston.
Second game
1
2 10
St. Louis
1
3
0
Cincinnati
McCarthy;
Halterios- - Heebe and
Rwlng and Livingston.
It. II. r.
At Boston
(I
AM)
Boston
3
2 JO
Philadelphia
Batteries Young and Brown; Lush
and Donln.
Second game
i
5 13
Philadelphia

Boston

MADRAS CLOTH

YOU'LL WANT TO HEAR
FltOM ALBUQUERQUE.

n

0

PRINTED

WORTH

Batteries Pastorlous and Baijien,
McQlnnity and Unwerman.
At Klttsburg
It. II. R.
0 1 4
Pittsburg
1
1
1
Chicago
Phelps,
Batteries Leifleld
and
Brown and Kllng.
Second game
0 G 2
Pittsburg
1 lO'i
Chicago
Halterios Willis and Olbson; Lund-greand Kllng.
At St. Louis
It. II. IS.
St. Louis

As the Season for Wash Goods advances
The Globe Store finds that there
is an overstock of

"aHAekHSHMflII
I

of reliability

Dealers In
GROCERIES. PROVISIONS. HAY.
i:.i ani FUEL.
Fino Lino of Imported Winn. Manors
anil ('tears, l'lm o Your Orders
Tor TÍÚM Lhu Willi Us.

--

NATIONAL LEAGUE.
.ew York, July 4. The morning
game scheduled for the New York
and Brooklyn National League club,
was postponed on account of rain.
' Afternoon game
It. IÍ. B,
o
4
2
Brooklyn

The Store

trance to the store of reliability and fair treatment

2-

UTE.1

RUSE OF A REVOLUTIONIST.

I

BASE BALL

PAGE

How One Escaped Wlicn Surrounded
by S ildie rs.

t

er

MORNING JDURNXE

WM. M.

HEUGEH.

Secretary

"
9
r

IT

PAGE EIGHT.

KCBUQUERQUE

HE

T. Y. Mayn.rd

DESKS for the Busy Han

54? Hickox Maynard Company

!

At Excluotvo Reprw:.tativea
Tha Oorham Manufacturing Co.. Sterling Silverware; The Ltbbey Co.,
Artlatlc Cut Glass, and The W. A. Plckard
d
China
Each In Its class, and appropriate for Wedding Gifts. Our stock of
Diamonds "never before ao complete." "lia a good time for Investment, aa Diamonds are rapidly advancing In value.

The Man of Business

Hand-painte-

New Mexico's Le ding

Tht A rch Front

Thursday. July

Jewelers

cellne.

Mr. Denalr fs heavl y Intrrcst-e- d
California mines, owns properly
In Xeecll.s. anil is reputed
to be
wealthy. lie Is well known here.
The Casino was packed with the
WKATHEB i okkcast.
biggest crowd of the season last night,
..Washington. July 4. Xow Mexico: the attraction being a vaudeville perGrose
Shutters. Tli nsday; Friday, fair, ana formance given by the Herger
Stock company. There w is not ah
warmer.
Inch
Of
room
extra
standing
and the
Arizona: Fair Thursday and Frl-l- .i
business broke all records for the
iiuiuiar theater,
Will l'ratt. Thomas K. Kcleher. Jr..
Joe Willi. mu Is here from El Taso Morey
Field and Jesse Keleher drove
Miss DugHdate, of Tyler, Texas, is in out to Camp Whitcomh yesterday, all
rhe rlly.
returning later but Jesse Keleher who
C. Howard, of Helen, Is in the rl'y will remain in the mountains a few
In

HARDWARE

ALBUQUERQUE

5,

10.

CD,

or the Home Library

We have just received a large
of Roll-to- p
shipment
Desk,
Flat and Standing Desks, Office Chairs, Hook Case, Type-

South Second Street

LOCAL ITEMS OF INTEREST

,,..

i

a--

Goo. W. Hickoi

MORNING JOURNXE.

321-32-

3

RAILROAD IVENUE

TINNERS

writer Stands and Table.
our line to
We guarantee
represent the best workmanship and highest class of cabinet
work. The desk you buy of us
will not fall to pieces In a short
tlnme, thus causing you much
annoyance.
Our prices are the lowest.

.

on 000)0000

days.

Stanley H. WVIil will leave toniirht
for I .os Angeles.
Hugh Q. Foster, of FA Haso, Is a
business visitor in the city.
The Misses Shock, of Warn-tisluM'1 are Alluiier(iie visitors.
Arthur J. Griffin, Of Kanta Fe. was
a visitor in the city yesterday.
C, Hetson, of I.as
'ik-isarrived
last night from the afeado City,
Charles w. Bckert returned to the
Lis I'lacltas mining district
George M. Mason and wife, of K
Louis, arrived in Albuquerque yester-da-

Whitcomh Springs was the Mecca
of pieeeure seekers yeaterday and fully
a dozen parties went out to the popular resort, numbering in all between
fifty and seventy-fiv- e
people.
Charles llorton, who has been stuin
dent
the Cnlverslty of New Mexico,

during the past year, leaves this
morning for Denver to assume a position on the Denver Host.
There will be a regular communication of Tempi lodge No. I, A. F. and
A. M. tonight at eight o'clock. Hy order of the w. m. J. c. Ferger, sec- rctary.
Kenneth C. C. Gunn and brother,
at, Gunn, who are well known
Colonel It. K. Twltchi ll. of Lis John
merchants of Uigumi, arrived In the
Vegas, was In AlbuiiierqtM last evencity last night and are at the Sturges
ing.
today.
Miss Hetty WML y left last night for
f. c. Deeendorf, apeciai agent of the
Santa Crux, Cal., to make an extended federal
land department, arrived at
visit.
the Alvarado from Santa Fe last
pooI
Rprlngi
a
accepted
t
has
Prank
night.
'
lion with the onttnental ( HI eotn
U It. Babcock, the merchant and
pany.
mining man from Kelly camp. Is In
w ii Hahn, coal dealer. returned Albuquerque on mining business.
last night from II luí r
ttll to Mrs Thomas B, Keleher arrived
Hants Pa.
from Whttcomb Springs yesterday to
epend i few days in the city,
W. K. Martin was In the city yisti-r-daT. D, Allen has accepted a position
fnornlng on hla way from Socorro
In the baggage department at the lo.
to Simla Fe.
CÉI
station.
c. V. Flnt, division storekeeper for
A. ('. Heidi "f Tcxico. arrived at the
the Santa i'V at (litllup, spent tin
Alvarado hist night.
Fourth In this elty.
A. K. Perea came down last night
Mr. and Mrs. Ii. A. Frost left last
night for l.os Angeles to spend aev ittl from Bernalillo.
A. I Leesoii, of S inta F
Wicks :: the const.
in the
Mrs. Oaoar Littering and Miss itcn- - city.
neti. of Hablnal, visited frlenda In
yeaterdgy.
COVI i:mi n r vt THE
.1
Dr. W. D. Hadcllffe, of Iteleti, SanMl slow
i mmisi i I(
ta Ke aurgwon, was in Albuquerque la t
night on proft aalonal bualtieaa.
Ma Concentrate
it- Diversified R.
pcriiiieiilal Opera Ions al the
Judge Ira A. Abbot! and Attornei
Hi". Show.
Neill H. Plaid left ycstirday mowing
Win n President Harry st. fjeorge
for the Field cottage on the I'ccos.
William L ifollaad and Itollle C. Tin ker, ,,r the Jamestown Bkpoaltlo'i,
Kabod secured a marriage license o Mr. c. Brooks Johnston, chairman of
the board of governors, and Mr. T. S
the probate clerk's office yesterday.
Houthgatc, governor of exhibits, were
I.. Iv CttH right, of the Santa Fc sein Washington, they presentcret service, arrived here from his recently
headquarters in Lai Vega yeaterday ed a suggestion to the government
which, If acted upon, will initiate a
K. T. Wing, a groceryman or port-lannew and valuable departure
in
the
Maine, is stopping in Albuquer
method now In vogue in relation t
que for a few days on his w.iv in c
experimentation,
national
and make of
Ifoinla.
the coining exposition a most valuable
Mis L A. Powell, daughter of Mr. auxiliary in showing to millions
if
ami Mrs Craig, of this city, arrived people thai which is now seen by few
from FA Paan yeaterdai morning to
namely the exact manner In which
make a visit here.
the gnat s.ims are spent annually 'a
Chief J UttlC W. W Mills, of tic forcing the earth lo yield up Its s
territorial supreme court, c une tlotVI! ceis for the benefit of man. As this
from lis Vigas latí night and left plan can be carried out without any
Inter for I.as ( 'i ucen
increase of the national budget and DO
Harm. in II. Wynkonp, linotype op- satisfactory to the great mass of the
erator mi the has Vegas Optic, was i.i i pie, there Is n strong probability
the city yeaterday prepsvrlng to movo that it will he accepted anil adopted.
In presenting It. the exposition manIlls family to l.as Vegas.
John M. Wiley, recently appointed ager.' were greatly assisted by tht busy
and
Ingenious brain of Dr. David T.
postmaster at Silver City, b it lal
night for that place and expects to as Day, chief of the division of tnlncs. of
the
department
of the interior, whose
sume his new duties .soon.
enthusiasm and intelligent work has
Telegraph
The Western
li.cn
neat interest in the suggescompany yesterday treated its
tion among the powers that be.
boys to a I'oiirlh of July dinThe people of the United states exner at the Bitye restaurant
pend annually very many millions of
big
night
given
last
Rika' dance
The
dollar on Ihe navy, on agricultural,
by the "licst People" lii the Klks' opgeological ami mineralógica! experiIII
room,
was
one
ball
of
era house
ments, on bridges, dredging and surleal attended and enjoyable affairs of veys, gnd in in Infinite variety of other
the .season.
Way
Those citizens who live near
F. F. Unaota, formerly owner of the the COOStS and harbors or large rlvcs
GalMcKlhlej County Republican ni
can sec how the money, or part of It
lup, hill now of Ontario. Cal., was n is spent when they see the gn at navil
Albuquerque las: nlgttl on his way to flotilla, hut there in- many million
i im ago on business.
IIvIiir ill the Inte ir who have ticv
Indeed a ship of
Col I). K. H. Selléis will leave today Keen a warship,
kind,
any
for tin Jungles ul the Cebolla tu
B
III
While
portion
of the neoid
spend a season hunting and tisbiug
tin- Joint- - mountains.
He will be ac- wllh their own eyes how the money H
spent
In
up
bulldiiiK
our great navy
by
family.
companied
his
Miss Margaret Corby, who has bee a but an inllinili stimal part of the DOli- H guest of one of tinSisters of the ulation have ever observed the way
Sanitation!, will return to her home In and meana by which enormous auins
In
experimentation
Chicago this morning much benefited ire espended
i
by her
Miss Corby made maní which is of Incalculable value to the
country. Few of our many millions of
WHiin friends during her sin hi Albupeople have ever seen an experltnentnl
querque.
farm; the process of
gold,
Mr. B. M. Mallard was the host of I platinum ami other rare RettliiK out of
metals
big picnic party which went out a sea xand:
the tegllng of fuels of all
Wbltcomb bpringi yeaterday. Twenty-tlv- e kinds; analyses
of soils; experiments
member of the Congregational on the woods of forests ami
marea mude up the party, whici and other processes carried outa thoushy th"
passed u very pleas in! day in thcr government through the scientific n.i-n
mountains,
bus,
H. Llndauer, the well known general
All of these experimental processes
merchant of Doming, was In Albu- cm he concentrated at the Jamos
querque yesterday on ins way hnnitt town i xpoaitlon. w here millions id
agcompanled by his two sons. Hemp people can see them, Instead of being
aon and Herman Ltndauer, who havi scattered all over the country as at
been attending the Harvard Military present where they are observed by
school In IjOS Angeles.
but few citizens
This Is the BUgyeS-- j
Mr. and Mrs. Robert London, it lion which received the courteous at-- I
their Jersey ranch in l.agunltas,. fourI tentlon of President Hoosevelt and the
heads of the governmental depart
miles south of Albuquerque.
t;e Glorious Fourth by moving into incuts Iswhen It was laid before them
every reason to hope that it
their new home, and called In a large There
number of their friends and neigh- win tie accepted ami acted upon
hereby putting: Into practice a plan
bor to help them. After a ploaOSHl
afternoon, dinner was served at four which Is sure to he nccentablc to the
o'clock. Dancing lasted until an curly whole i pie of the United Stales.
hour this morning.
Old CI ironic Sores.
It Is reported that II. II. Tuttle Is to
As n dressing for old chronic sores
relieve John Deuulr, who for the last there Is nothing so good as Chamber-Iain'- s
fifteen years has been superintendent
Salve W hile It Is not advisable
of the Arlsona division of the Rani i to heal old sores entirely, they should
Fe, extending from Sellgmiin. Arla., lo be kept In good condition, for which
Mojave. Cal. Mr. Denalr'a headquar- this naive is expeclally valuable. F ir
Mr. Tuttle i mire nipples t'h.itnbelliilirs Salve has
ter are at Needle
trainmaster at Needles, and has been no superior. For snle by all druggists.
trainmaster and chief dispatcher ntMorning Journal Want Ails
Presno and chief dispatcher at MarBring BfHiiltH.

FABER.
ALBERT
Railroad
Avenue

308-31- 0

eeefeMe4eeeee
MITCHELL

F. Ii.
CITY

eeee

eeee
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The above is the "Quick Meal" Trade
want to see the little "Quick
Mark. If
Meal" chick get a quick meal, put it close
to your eyes and your nose on the cross
Look at it that way steadily for a
minute and you will see the chick make a
"Quick Meal" of the bug. People who
use a "Quick Meal" know how to cook a
meal quick and cat it in comfort. "Quick
Meal" Stoves look well, cook well, bake
well and last well. They could not be
made better at any price. Their immense
tale is due to their merits to nothing else.
ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO.,
Steel Range &
Aconta for Quick-MeGasoline Stoves.

THE CLUB

SCAVENGER

-)

Office: Cor. Second and Coul

,

Colo. Phone

Auto. PhOM 4U

177

Pool and

y.

i

I

Rankin & Co.

Billiard Parlor

FIRE LNSl'KANCE

RAL

211 S.

Second St

ESTATE

LOANS

al

Automatic Vnon 4S1
ROOM 10. N. T. ARMIJO BtJIMHNG

DR. B. M.

THE ONLY REGULATION
SIZE TARL1S IN THE CITY

WILLIAMS

I

DENTIST

PINE LINE OP

CIGARS
office on Railroad avenue, over
between First and Second Rts.
Hours: S to 12 a. m 1:80 to 6 p.m.
Dr. Williams has practiced dentistry
for the past 17 years at Las Vegas
Automatic Phone 203
Man-dell'-

TICKETS

R.R

AND

TOBACCO

s,

Coolest Place in Town
We

BOUGHT,

Solicit

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE

Patronage

Your

SOLD AND

EXCHANGED
Qiiclicst Prices l'nid

LUMBERSj

BARDSilAR & CONLEY

Home-mad-

Railroad

118 W.

ROSENHEIM'S,

Ave

Candies

e

ALL KINDS
ICE CREAM.
OF SOI'T DIUNKS

All Work Guaranteed

D. O.

If yon need a carpenter telephone
HfHM'Idcn. Auto Phone 6M.

DIAMONDS
Our prteet aro RIGHT.
When bought right are a good Invent t.
We Invite you to call and examine the beautiful diamond gooda we are
offering. Alao Watchea, Jewelry, Silverware, etc. Mall orden receive
prompt attention.

NO Flour
Has
Advanced

The coolest Place In the City

C. P.

COAL
Beat American

iiih I. per ton . . . 95.30

We will sell you

Alaska Refrigerators

BOSS PATENT,
ARNOLD BEST or
EMPRESS as follows!

White Mountain Freezers

Small Sacks. 65c.
Large Sacks, $1.30.
100 lbs nt one delivery, $2.55.

COKE

Blue Flame Oil Stoves

5.75 ton

WOOD
Big Load

Mill

EVERITT,
L'r

n

Ravi road

Avenue

jjJilíílJ

JVot

Schutt, S. Second

Gasoline Stoves

OUR STORE WIU, BE CLOSED
ALL BAY JULY 4TH.
2.25 and

2.78

Albuquerque

Cash

Lawn and Garden Tools

W.H.HAHN&COreIcm"
Phones:

Black 280

Phonoa: 410

Colo. Blk 279. Auto. 62S

Wholesale Distributors: McCormick M jwers, Rakes and Harvesting Machinery;
Birdsell Wagons; Mead Hay Presses; Winchester Rifles, Shotguns, Ammunition.

The man behind the dollar Is the man
who otiKht lo know somelhliiK about
the prices we charge for high-graplumbing work. It costs you nothing
to let us figuro on any job you may
have, largo or small.

II3-II5-I-

South First Street

I7

W.

Stiver

go to the

w

The Tromot Tlumberj

AnJe.

E

O.W. STRONG'S SONS

S

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
MONUMENTS

White and Black Hoarao

201 211 North

T
BOWLING

Second Street

LUMBER

Sash, Doors, Glass Cement
AND REX FLINTKOTE ROOFING.

First Street

lf f

1 Marquette

Avenue,

ft
I
o

ALBVQVERQVE LUMBER CO

;
;
;

L
L

E

f

ol olololoi 118

BANKRUPT SALE
OF HOUSEHOLD GOODS

205

W.

GOLD AVENUE

This stock consists of Furniture, Stoves, Dishes,
Lamps, Carpets, Bedding, Tinware, and everything to furnish the home. It will be sold regardless of cost. Sale opens June 23, 1906.

SPEELMAN& ZEAR1NG

Y

S

Albuquerque, New Mexico 1

ffIffl Iff

North First Street

For Sport and Pleasure

J. L. 'Bell Co.
122

401-40- 3

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

de

m-n-

JEWELER
THE LEADING
I

AVENUE

Whitney Company

...

Address: General Delivery
Albuquerque,
New Mexico

I

I.

RAILROAD

TRCJILLO
RAFAEL GARCIA
CEMENT CONTRACTORS

celt-Brut-

Specialty osteopath).

3

Transaction! guaranteed.

Aisoclitioi Offlcc.

--

C, II. Conner, M.

321-32-

for Tickets.

COMPANY

W. GOLD AVE

THE WORLD
so

IS FULL OF ODD AND CURIOUS
there may still be those who have
not used the Morning Journal classified ad columns.

